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Dear Readers,
Welcome to the 13th and final issue of Dark Recesses Press.
First, I would like to extend my sincere apologies to everyone for
having to wait for what seemed like forever. It isn’t easy to be kept
in the dark for so long. The irises cloud over and the skin becomes
a playground for fungus. You learn to hunt by touch to feed the
hunger, and the quivering meals only increase your appetite. It
is because I heard your shuffling approach drawing closer that I
knew it would be impossible to let this thing die without one final
go at it. We gathered all the submissions that had been so long
festering in the slushpile and extracted only the choicest morsels
for your satisfaction. Yes, this will be a feast to remember.
It is truly sad that this magazine will be no more. In a world
where the Horror genre seems to be dwindling, Dark Recesses
stood out as a quality source of good dark fiction. But alas, it can
no longer be sustained. I’m proud to say that I did my best to see
it through, but eventually I had to make a choice between my own
writing and continuing the magazine. Sorry, but I chose to focus
on myself—I’m a damned selfish bastard. I originally only intended
to step in for a brief time to assist, but it ate me up. The next thing
I knew, I was the Editor in Chief. And like anybody who suddenly
finds themselves in over their head, I grabbed at any outstretched
hand and pulled them in with me. What an experience! It was
fantastic and frustrating at the same time. Thank you to everyone
who participated along the way.
I want to give a special thank you to our Fiction Editor—
Michelle Garren Flye. (http://michellegflye.com/) Although she
may have found a home in Romance Fiction, she keeps one foot
in the darkness, and we sincerely appreciate her excellent work.
I want to thank Bailey Hunter for her dedication to Dark
Recesses and helping us keep it alive for one more incarnation.
Her layout and design gives life to this twisted monstrosity.
I also want to thank our publisher Boyd E. Harris for being
such a great source of optimism. If it wasn’t for him, this magazine
would have died a long time ago.
A huge thank you to each and every author who has submitted
their work for us to review. You are the very reason this magazine
lasted for its wonderful 13 issues. Please do keep on writing and
submitting your stories to other venues. Follow your dream. You
are the reason this genre is still alive.
I hope that you all enjoy what stuff we’ve pulled out of the
darkness for you to inspect. Some of these things wiggle and
slither, and some click and snap, but the ones I like best tend to
bite really fucking hard. I’m certain that we’ve got something for
everyone. So for now, open your eyes wide, put out your hand, and
reach into the Dark Recesses.
Michael Louis Dixon
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Post-American Princess
By Abby Goldsmith ©2012

I am an American princess.
That’s what Dad used to tell
me, every time I complained about
something. “You don’t know how
lucky you are, Orga,” he’d say, blowing
smoke through his mustache, most
of his attention on the evening stock
reports. “You live in luxury that most
teenage girls in the new America can’t
imagine.”
Now he lies face-down, staining
his executive carpet with blood. I’m
trying hard not to think about how
his face must look. Hands that once
held mine are dead and growing cold.
Across the room, a little boy is
also dead, draped over the executive
desk. The assault rifle he used to kill
Dad is on the floor at his feet. There’s
a dead man in the doorway. I don’t
recognize him, but his threadbare
clothes tell me that he was a postAmerican, like the boy.
I could have stopped them.
I didn’t, because the postAmericans just want normal
lives. That’s something Dad never
understood. He never saw how lonely
I was. I had plenty of fake friends at
the academy; girls who bragged in
the same elitist tones used by their

mothers. But I couldn’t trust a single
one of them with a secret. Even now,
with everyone dead, my life hasn’t
changed much. I’m still alone.
If anyone could hear my
thoughts, they’d think I sound like
a typical petulant, spoiled rich girl.
Poor little princess. She has the nerve
to complain! But I’m just stating
facts in my head, safe where no one
can hear. I’m used to being alone,
listening to imagined conversations
while I drift through silent halls and
spiraling flights of stairs. I like to
imagine that people in some alternate
realm of existence can hear my
thoughts and react to them, watching
my life the way I’d watch a show.
Sometimes I hear them whispering to
each other over popcorn.
It’s a silly fantasy. But if it were
true, it would mean that I’m not quite
so alone. It would give my life some
meaning. . . .
That’s why I did it. That’s the
reason. I wanted to do something
that matters to other people.
As I stand, my sneakers soaked
in blood, I see how perfect this scene
feels. I wear a designer jeans and
a silk shirt, the modern equivalent
of princess regalia. Americans are
supposed to scorn royalty. Our
Founding Fathers came here to
escape royalty. Dad scorned royalty,
of course. He was a true American.
But my nanny used to read me stories
about princesses, and they were
always kind. A real princess would
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pull out jewels from her royal coffers
to feed the hungry.
Our house has twenty-five rooms.
No pets, because pets might mess
up the furniture, and pets are an
extravagance that we really shouldn’t
indulge in. Not with America the way
it is now. Dad used to say that most
of the poor saps outside would rather
eat a dog than train it.
My footsteps squelch on the
carpet. I step over the corpse in the
doorway.

have swerved away from him and
none of this would have happened.
He looked like a mongrel dog amid
the palatial houses of Alexandria
Summit. Streetlamps glowed between
the hedges, blinking on as dusk
approached, but the grimy little kid
avoided light. He slunk beneath the
walkway.
This boy was the first postAmerican I’d seen in real life, outside
of a newscast. I pretended not to see
him.
“Hey.” The boy remained in
the shadows beneath a stretch of
walkway. “Are you Tiffy?”

Two more corpses block the
stairs. I recognize one as Kelly,
sprawled with her shoulder pressed
against the wrought-iron railing,
bullet wounds in her back. She
blessed me for bringing food to her
children. She said, “God has a place
in heaven for you, Orga. You’re an
angel.”

I kept jogging.

I wonder who shot her. The
Neighborhood Watch? Some hotshots
from Homeland Security? They tore
through the mansion at the same
time.
Here is my favorite hallway, the
one with tinted glass strips through
which the swimming pool is faintly
visible. I rarely swam in our pool. It’s
too quiet, too empty. For exercise, I
jogged on the elevated sidewalks of
our neighborhood, above emeraldgreen lawns.
I met Nathan on one of those jogs.
If he’d been an adult, I would

The boy followed, darting between
manicured hedges. I think my
youth invited him just as his invited
me. I have a round face, and even
sophisticated make-up can’t make me
look older than my seventeen years.
“Tiffy lives near here,” he said
from the darkness. “She’s around
your age. Curly hair.”
He was puffing, out of breath.
Most refugees are malnourished. It’s
especially evident in children born
after the Crash of 2059. Some of
them have the distended bellies and
skeletal limbs of starvation. This little
boy looked relatively healthy, but it
was hard to tell under all the grime.
“Her house is shaped like a T,” he
continued. “It’s Japanese looking.”
I realized that this boy was
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describing the Tenerife mansion.
They lived down the street.

“Nathan.”

“Do you mean their maid?” I
asked. “She was fired like a month
ago.”

“Orga?”

The boy leaned over to catch his
breath, hands on his bony knees. He
looked ill.
I stopped and pretended to enjoy
the sunset, because I was curious.
The boy must be desperate or crazy
to sneak so far up the Summit. The
borders of our neighborhood are
patrolled by the Neighborhood Watch
and guard dogs.
“Are you going to call the Watch
on me?” he asked.
“Should I?”
The boy backed away, afraid.
I had the impression that he was
desperate for someone to trust, and
I’d crushed his hopes. I didn’t like
feeling that way, so I offered, “I won’t
call the Watch. If you’d like, I’ll take
you to the Tenerife house.”
He hesitated, and seemed to
weigh life or death options in his
mind. Finally he nodded.
We walked to the Tenerife
mansion in the dark. Paper lanterns
glowed in its yard. I asked the boy if
he wanted to buzz their doorbell, and
he shook his head.
“What’s your name?” I asked,
mostly because I’m trained to be polite
and initiate introductions.

“I’m Orga.”
“After the princess in Moonstone.”
When the boy looked confused, I said,
“It’s a movie. Never mind. What’s
your plan now?”
It was just something to say that
was socially acceptable. I expected a
casual reply.
Nathan bit his lower lip and
shook his head. His eyes, a clear
green, became wet, and he blinked
miserably.
I couldn’t have turned my back.
I’d never faced so much desperation in
one kid. Rich kids have problems, but
our problems can usually be tolerated
or fixed. Usually.
“I’ll take you to my house,” I
told Nathan. “And I won’t call the
Neighborhood Watch.”
“Really?”
“Yes. But I want to know why you
came here.”
We walked uphill, sticking to the
shadows beneath the walkways so no
one would ask me what I was doing
with a refugee child. Nathan told me
that as far as he knew, his parents
lived in a cellar along with sixty other
refugees. His father was not content
to sit around and wait for America
to recover from the economic crash;
he’d joined the movement of postAmericans fleeing the country.
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Those who can afford to leave
don’t need to. Nathan’s parents stole
credit through a network of black
hats. They used the stolen credit to
buy future passage on a cargo ship
bound for Asia. To avoid prison, they
waited for deliverance in the Tenerife’s
cellar, aided by the maid, who was
part of an underground movement.
But the hideout didn’t allow children.
Nathan was instructed to wait until
his parents were on their way to the
shipyard before he could join them.
“Do you know if they’re safe?”
Nathan asked as we hiked between
chrysanthemums. “They stopped
writing a month ago.”
“I don’t know.” I hadn’t even
known that an underground network
existed until Nathan told me. The
information burned inside me, an
illegal activity right in my own
neighborhood. My duty was to report
it.
But I remembered when Mrs.
Tenerife fired her maid. A month or
so before I met Nathan, she’d told
my mother that the maid had “stolen
some things.” My mother relayed
this conversation to me, lecturing me
about how I should never trust hired
help.
If Mrs. Tenerife had discovered
her maid’s activities . . . that meant
Nathan’s parents must now be stuck
in the overcrowded prison system.
They could die of illness or worse.

sprinklers hissed to life, masking the
sound of our voices. “How may I help
you?”
“You’re a Corporatist,” he replied
in a dull voice. “Why would you help
me?”
I thought about this. Why didn’t
the rich help the poor, like they did in
old days?
It would be easier if money still
existed. Back in my grandparents’
time, money came in the form of paper
bills and coins, things you could
touch. Now our value is attached
to our identities. As a daughter of
Maude and Leone Chenoweth, my
credit is astronomical, but I can’t give
it away as a gift. I can’t pay a refugee.
I can only use it to buy stuff from the
participating conglomerates.
“I can hide you in my house.” I
knew it for a fool’s choice even as I
spoke. The risk was too great.
Nathan had stopped walking. He
stared at me in disbelief, licking his
lips. “You’d do that?”
I didn’t want Nathan’s starved
face to haunt me for the rest of my
life. But it was more than that. A
maid had risked her life to help the
poverty-stricken masses. I didn’t
want to feel like a coward next to
someone who’d had far less to work
with.
“I’d like to help you,” I said.

“Nathan,” I said. Nighttime lawn
6

***
Looking around now, at all the

blood and dead bodies, I wonder if
my parents really believed they were
doing the right thing when they called
Homeland Security. Am I the one
who’s insane? Well, I am drifting
through halls filled with dead bodies.
I linger here when I should probably
be running.
Oh well.
I knew this day would come. But
I accepted it, and maybe that qualifies
me as insane.
Dad used to say the postAmericans are a bunch of criminals.
He said they had enough to live on,
and that should be enough. Their
greed is a holdover from a past era.
He went on tirades about it. Mom
would always nod along with him.
And I’d nod also, because I used to
believe Dad. His view correlated with
what my tutors said, and the internet,
and history texts.
Everyone knows about the
Crash of 2059. Before the Crash,
conglomerates relied on outsourced
labor. When the economy collapsed
from inflation in 2059, all the
outsourced labor jacked their prices
up so high that few people in the
West could afford their products and
services. The cost of living became
too much for most Americans.
Transportation, electricity, and food
were luxuries. Shopping malls closed
down. Abandoned cars rusted in
parking lots. Crime overwhelmed the
rickety old legal system.

America is still a capitalist
nation. A janitor can move up the
corporate ladder, theoretically. We
still elect our government. The
difference between past and present is
all in the details; a lack of checks and
balances.
Nathan and the other refugees
learned a different lesson about
America. It’s simple. In their view,
America is dead. They find the
conglomerates to be too exclusive,
too narrow for so many desperate
unemployed families. They call
themselves post-Americans because
they’re fleeing from a nation that has
lost its ability to provide basic living
necessities to all.
They call me “Princess” on the
streets. In the attic, where I brought
them food and water and warm
blankets, they meant it in the best
way possible.
A few of them managed to escape
on the cargo ship that left the other
week. That’s something. I hope
they’re on their way to a country that
will value their skills enough to pay
them living wages.
Nathan is dead on the floor here,
in the sewing room.
He was a beautiful boy. He could
have been a child actor in a past era.
There’s something near his hand. A
pistol. Did he shoot someone?
Yes. There, on the other side of
the room, a uniformed corpse slumps
against the fancy papered wall. A
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smear marks where he slid to his
present position. This man also
dropped his gun. They’ve killed each
other. A little boy against a trained
soldier.
Homeland Security has left their
dead behind. They didn’t expect a
battle from pathetic post-Americans.
But one of these refugees was a
weapons smuggler.

who needed it, even people who
couldn’t pay.
“Go,” Nathan whispers.
I lean down and kiss Nathan’s
cheek. He smiles. He’s more
beautiful than anything in this
mansion. His eyes close slowly. He
dies with the smile.
The pistol is sticky with his blood,
heavy in my hands. I’ve never used a
gun. But I know the principles of how
they work. I’ve overheard the refugees
teaching each other. There’s the
safety. And there’s the trigger.

The soldiers will find some way
to put a nice face on what happened
here. Maybe Mom will help them. I
figure the soldiers whisked away
somewhere, for her own safety. They
tried to take me, but I fled and hid
until they left.

The barrel fits against the
underside of my chin.

I hate Mom.
She used to ruffle my hair and
call me her “spoiled little girl.” I
pretended I wanted to buy more
blankets because I was interested in
home décor. I snuck into the kitchen
every night to bring food to refugees,
knowing that if Mom ever found out,
her indulgent smile would turn to selfpreserving terror.
Nathan’s chest is moving slightly.
Is it my imagination?
I kneel next to him and feel his
breath on the back of my hand.
“Nathan?” I whisper.
He opens his green eyes. He
struggles to speak. Blood trickles
from a corner of his mouth. My heart
aches to see this. In old times, an
emergency squad would help anyone
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Here I am, alone. Is anyone
listening to my thoughts? I hope so.
I renounce my kingdom. I
renounce my castle. When they find
me, maybe they’ll look past my credit
value and see the girl who wasn’t
proud to be a daughter of Maude and
Leone Chenoweth, and who wasn’t
a Corporatist, and who wasn’t a
Princess.
I renounce it all.

Strand Babbles

Welcome to what I’m pretty
sure is the final installment of the
“Strand Babbles” column. This is
the last issue of Dark Recesses
Magazine, and I write the column for
this particular magazine, so by that
logic, it’s all over. My plan was to be
all weepy and nostalgic, but then it
occurred to me that I’ve only done,
like, two previous installments of
this column. I didn’t even remember
that it was called “Strand Babbles.”
So we’ll skip the heartfelt stuff and
move on to the usual nonsense.
This is not the first version of
this column. I actually turned in
my original draft early...and those
who’ve worked with me know that
for me to turn something in before
the deadline basically means that
we’ve fulfilled some dark prophecy,
and will bring about the end of the

world by Those Who Gnaw Through
Tendons. To counterbalance this,
Dark Recesses went on hiatus for
two years. The column became less
and less fresh with each passing
month, until finally it was about as
edgy and timely as an Andy Rooney
segment, or a joke about an Andy
Rooney segment.
So, the kind folks at Dark
Recesses offered me the chance to
rewrite it. Which was cool, because
I felt kind of guilty about making
fun of the short film Dinner Date.
According to the synopsis that
appears on the official website,
Dinner Date is “based on the
true story of Armin Meiwes, the
‘Rotenburg Cannibal’ who ate a
willing person after meeting online.”
The problem with this synopsis is
that you’re not supposed to know
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that it’s a movie about cannibalism
until the very end, and so you’re
left with thirteen minutes where
you’re supposed to say “Holy cow!
I thought they were just talking
about an online date, but they were
really talking about cannibalism
all this time!” But instead you’re
thinking “Dude, we know it’s about
cannibalism! Move past the clever
double-meaning dialogue and get
to the devouring!” I’m pretty sure I
would have figured out that it was
about cannibalism anyway, but
maybe that’s just the direction in
which my mind naturally moves.
Anyway, I felt bad about writing
that.
Actually, it was my comments
about the movie Parasitic that I truly
regretted. It’s a movie where I kept
thinking “Yeah, it sucks now, but I
bet the second half is really going
to kick into high gear.” “Okay, it still
sucks, but the last thirty minutes
are going to rock!” “Ummmm, we’re
running out of time for it to stop
sucking, but it’s got to at least have
a wild finale!” “And...it’s over. Damn.”
Admittedly, the creature at the end
is pretty cool, but it would have been
substantially cooler if it had actually
done something.
A major plot point in Parasitic
is that the characters have been
locked in the bar where the action
takes place by their boss, and you
will be AMAZED and ASTOUNDED by
how many times the movie repeats
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this particular plot point. Amazed!
Astounded! I may have miscounted,
but by my calculations there were
approximately 17,914 references
to the characters needing to get
the keys, even though their actual
efforts to achieve that goal were
pretty weak.
Bonus points, though, for
the scene where two characters
sneak off to have sex, and during
the sex scene they’re inexplicably
wearing Mardi Gras masks. In the
end credits, two different actresses
are credited with the role, so the
original actress was either unable to
finish filming her part or wouldn’t
do the sex scene, leading to the
“Bela Lugosi died, so let’s hire
another actor and make him cover
his face with a cape” Plan 9 From
Outer Space ingenuity on display in
Parasitic.
That was all in the original draft
of this column, but the truth is that
I felt like kind of a dick after sending
it to the publisher.
To be honest, I do feel guilty
when I criticize low-budget projects
like this. I never badmouth books
in public, unless they’re written by
wealthy authors that I don’t know.
Movies, which are a group effort,
are more fair game, though if the
guys who made Parasitic ever say
“Jeff, your column really hurt my
feelings,” I’ll feel a little sick to my
stomach and think “Oh, God, I’m a
monster! A monster!”

That said, I’m usually fine with
getting negative reviews of my own.
When I see Amazon reviews that
say “I hate everything about Jeff
Strand’s novel Graverobbers Wanted
(No Experience Necessary)! I hate
the characters! I hate the story! I
hate the writing! This frickin’ book
can BITE ME!” [quote paraphrased]
I pretty much just think “Well, I like
the book,” and move on.
But there’s this guy who didn’t
like my novel How to Rescue a
Dead Princess, and for some reason
he has his Goodreads status set
to constantly repost his reading
progress. So he’s constantly tweeting
that he’s now 27% into the book,
and now 63% into the book, and
now gave it two stars out of five. This
has been going on for months. Why
does he need to keep sharing this
with the world? Is it his mission in
life to warn innocent book readers
about the mildewing crap that is
How to Rescue a Dead Princess?
Or...does he keep re-reading the
book, week after week, desperately
hoping that he’ll find something
that catapults the book into the
three-star range? Every week a tear
dribbles down his frowning face as
he realizes that, no, it remains a
two-star read, not the worst book
he’s ever read but certainly no The
Bible, but maybe next time he’ll
discover some nuance he missed...?
When my novella Faint of Heart
came out, I wrote a guest column

for Elizabeth A. White’s review page
where I talked about how authors
look like total wieners when they
respond to negative comments
about their work. This was horrible
timing, because then Faint of Heart
got a one-star Amazon review by
somebody who not only didn’t
understand “horror fiction,” but also
seemed a little shaky on the concept
of “books.” (He also e-mailed me the
link to the review, increasing his
douchebag quotient by 11,250%.)
But you can’t do a blog about
“Responding to criticism is bad, bad,
bad!” and then respond to criticism.
That would be dumb. Instead, I
waited six months, and then sort-of
responded right here in this column.
Sweet, huh? (Not really. He’ll never
read this. And if he does, I’ll just
wuss out and say “I wasn’t talking
about you” even though I totally am
and we both know it.)
However, that one other person
who said negative things about that
one part of that one book did hit the
nail right on the head, and I was
hoping that nobody would notice,
but that person did, and my shame
runs deep. Dammit.
Well, hey, I guess this about
wraps up my final “Strand Babbles”
column. Thank to you to everybody
who supported my occasional efforts
over the years, and...aw, crap, here
come the tears...
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he thought she was cute. The older
one made her pick one off the stack
and sometimes mumbled words like
“spoiled” and “brat”.

THREE SECOND MEMORY
By Anna Schwind ©2012

Kara watched the shark. Millionyear-old hunter, not eating her only
because thick plexiglass separated
them. Could it see her? It was
immaterial, of course, the glass
separated them irrevocably. She wished
she could touch the tank the way she
used to do, but the cordon brushing her
pants kept her back. After the accident,
the aquarium workers moved the
cordon back, even though the accident
had been inside the tank and the
woman attacked had been an employee.
Kara wondered what the diver would do
now that she had lost her arm.
She loved the aquarium because
it was quiet, humid, and there wasn’t
much chance of running into ghosts.
Much as she loved the aquarium, she
hated her job. The used bookstore
thronged with ghosts. They clung to
books, growing fast to the pages like
mold. Though she’d dreamed of working
in a library as a child, she’d settled for
the second-hand bookstore when she
moved out of her parents’ house. It was
the next best thing, right?
She’d stopped reading anything
but glossy magazines, and only when
she bought them herself, freshly printed
and untouched by other readers. The
newsstand guy always kept a couple
back for her that hadn’t been pawed
by browsers. Well, the younger one did,
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Was the water in the tank warm?
The constant circling of the shark
soothed her. She could stand here
forever, watching. Did it stop swimming
when it slept? She would ask that
employee with his wave-shaped
nametag who watched her with folded
arms.
go.

Next time. Right now she had to
***

She relieved the bookstore owner,
who reminded her she had to work
late that weekend, as if it would bother
Kara. Perhaps it would if she had a
life, but all she had was TV. Her digital
recorder solved any time conflicts there.
Kara sat on the stool behind the
counter. She noticed a new (old) book
in the display case next to the register.
Good condition, blue leather spine, no
price tag, which meant it cost more
than a thousand dollars. The owner
thought putting price tags on the
more expensive books was declassé.
Kara thought neglecting to do so was
irritating. She looked it up on the
computer. Moby Dick, first edition,
fifteen hundred dollars. She leaned her
face against the glass surface, studying
the volume. Tiny water stain, slight
shelf wear, a tad of gilt peeled off the
lettering. Her breath fogged the vitrine.
She straightened, tugged her sleeve
onto her palm and started to wipe the
mist away when she noticed a stain

of color in the greyness of the glass.
It glowed blue, like an LED diffused
by smoke. It reminded her of the
aquarium, and of her own fish tanks
when she watched them to help her fall
asleep.
She got the shock when she rested
the side of her hand against the wooden
seam of the case. It was a lot like the
sharp snap of static electricity.
Ugh, ghost. The blue extruded
through the wood like a tentacle, feeling
for her hand. It wrapped itself around
her wrist like a fast-growing plant
tendril. It tugged.
She’d felt the same shock
every time she touched an infested
book. Often, she’d also felt the
draw. Sometimes she got words and
impressions, other times desire for
foods she didn’t normally eat or
nostalgia for places she’d never been.
This was the first time she’d ever
seen anything. Was this what they
always did? Wrap themselves around
her but she didn’t know because she
couldn’t see it? Is this what they
always looked like?
“Let go! “ She wrenched her arm,
pulling in the opposite direction. The
tendril thinned and stretched, but
didn’t snap free. Kara slid off the stool
and backed up a couple of steps. The
tendril flowed toward her. She fought
the instinct to bat it away with her
other hand, afraid to touch the thing.
Holding her arm in front of her, she
watched the tendril ease into the folds
of her white sweater and cling there like
a blotch of paint.

“Jeremy,” it said to her. The cry of
seagulls overhead, the smell of brine.
Was its name Jeremy or was it calling
Jeremy?
“You’re dead, you’re a ghost, get
away,” She growled, rubbing the bluish
blob at the crook of her elbow with a
paper towel.
It didn’t get away. She peeled her
sweater off, balled it up, and stuffed it
into one of the “Book House” bags. Her
bare arm was unstained. The smell of
the sea receded.
She had a feeling laundry wasn’t
going to rid her of Jeremy or the spirit
looking for Jeremy. Kara went over to
the New Age section and browsed, but
nothing she read that afternoon told
her how to get rid of ghost tentacles. No
more than anything had ever told her
how to stop ghosts from shocking her or
making their faded desires her own.
***
By the time she got home with
the bag, it had begun to turn a faded
blue. Kara threw it into the corner and
finally put an empty fishbowl over it.
She fogged the glass with her breath
and saw the wisp of blue rise to the
misted spot. It was drawn to her breath.
It swirled around the top of the glass
as if feeling for a way out. Kara placed
her hand against the glass. The blue
spiral turned beneath her hand but no
sensation accompanied it. No shock,
no scent of the sea, no call for Jeremy.
The ghost was insulated by the glass; it
couldn’t pass through.
She had just lured a ghost out of
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that book and trapped it! Kara laughed
aloud but stopped when she heard
herself. She traced the spirals of blue
from the safe side, wondering if the
thing knew she had it caged.
The blue ghost slid down the edge
of the bowl to the carpet, tingeing it
blue.
Kara jumped back just in time. The
ghost edged slowly toward her along the
carpet.
She needed glass jars with glass
stoppers. For the time being she
improvised, drawing the ghost back
to the fishbowl and sliding a glass
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cutting board between the carpet and
the upside down bowl, as if she were
catching a bug to transport outside.
Kara fed her fish, ate her own
dinner and wondered what she could
do with trapped ghosts. Jeremy, or his
seeker, provided a flickering blue light
that was almost as engaging as the
television.
***
The magazines that usually
crowded the coffee table in front of the
couch had been pushed off one end,
and neat rows of glass bottles, about
two dozen, filled the space.

Kara held a slender, long-necked
bottle in one hand and its glass stopper
in the other. She unfocused her eyes
and looked around her living room.
It was like one of those stereograms,
where if you stared at the blobs of color
long enough and slightly unfocused
your eyes, you could suddenly see
something different. Once you got the
knack of it, it was easy to do again.
There, clinging like a cobweb to that
scarf she’d bought secondhand, a pair
of gauzy yellow tendrils overlay the blue
waves. She blew on the bottom of the
bottle and then pressed the opening
against the scarf. The yellow detached
itself and jetted into the bottle. Kara
quickly stoppered it and set it on the
table.
An hour later, she had half the
bottles filled, her apartment emptied
of ghosts. Kara breathed deeply and
stretched her arms over her head,
noticing as she did that she stood
straighter. It felt freer in here, and
peaceful, as if she had spent an hour at
the aquarium.
She looked at the rainbowed glass
vials arrayed on the coffee table. What
was she going to do with them? Bury
them? Kara supposed they would look
empty to anyone but her, but to her at
least, they would look very pretty on a
glass shelf. She fondled a bottle holding
dayglo pink spikes of smoke, smiling
at the color, the lack of a jolt along her
fingertips. Maybe she could use them
as nightlights. Almost all of them had a
glow, though some were quite faint.

***
Kara was not surprised to find her
place of employment thick with ghosts.
However, now that she could see them
(there, an orange line bifurcating the
spine of that Georgette Heyer novel),
they were easy to avoid, though they
did seem drawn to her if she sat idle for
too long. She watched with amazement
as the colored swirls avoided her boss,
dispersing as though blown by wind
whenever she approached. The woman
was so nasty even the ghosts didn’t
like her, Kara thought. She had to get
out of here. Maybe she could apply for
a job at the aquarium. Surely they had
openings, since that diver lost her arm.
Maybe no one else would want to work
there, thinking it too dangerous.
Kara knew it was hopeless to try
purging the bookstore of ghosts, but
she always brought along bottles to
catch the ones that pursued her more
aggressively. The brilliant colors of
the more assertive ghosts pleased her.
For a while, anyway. After about three
days of being snared, the ghosts died.
Or something. She wasn’t sure what
happened to them, but they first went
grey and dull, and then they dissipated.
When she opened the bottles nothing
came out. No smoke, no sensation, no
prickle or sting.
Maybe they suffocated. Served
them right for not going away when
their bodies died. The world was for the
living. They probably didn’t know what
happened to them when she caught
them, they probably didn’t even feel
their dissolution. Kara figured it was
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good since it meant she could recycle
the bottles.

she realized that probably sounded
desperate.

The one she’d gotten today was
magnificent, though darker than any
she’d caught before. It circled the
small glass enclosure so fast the bottle
actually vibrated, rattling across the
countertop.

Was she desperate? She wanted
to work there, with all her soul. She
didn’t care what they had her do, even
herding obnoxious children through
exhibits. She suppressed a shudder,
thinking of those grabby, waist-high
hands, the barrage of stupid questions,
the attention of all those children on
her. She could do it, though, if it meant
all day in the blue-green light, with
the damp and the fish and without the
ghosts.

Was it angry? Did it sleep? She
lay a fingertip against the glass and the
black coil sharpened into a lightning
bolt, jabbing.
***
Kara sat alone in the chilly office,
filling out her application forms. She set
the bottle on the desk. The dark shape
of the ghost within swam the interior of
its prison in tight circles, never varying
its motion. Would her application go
into a filing cabinet, never to be seen
again? The bottle rocked slightly as
Kara frowned at the checkboxes. Too
many things she could not mark she
knew how to do. Someone with diving
experience would come in and be hired,
while she was not.
Strange she’d brought a ghost
to where she’d never seen one, Kara
thought, reaching out to still the bottle,
but she had wanted to stop off directly
from work. It wasn’t like the ghost
would get to stay there.
She tried to smile and project
confidence when the human resources
guy returned. He shook her hand too
tightly and wore too much cologne.
He asked her what hours she might
be available. That was a good sign, so
she said, “Any. It doesn’t matter.” Then
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She would hear soon, he assured
her. They had training programs
available. The key, he said, was interest.
Kara assured him of her interest and
rose to leave.
“Don’t forget your bottle, there,”
he pointed. He smiled,”It’s quite oldfashioned. Is it an antique? “
“No. It just looks old. I use them
for keeping...things.” Kara gripped the
bottle by the neck and held it, grateful
when the human resources guy did not
follow her out.
As she left, taking the long way
round the shark tank, the shark kept
up with her, and Kara thought it must
be watching her. Maybe it could see her
hand, and the bottle she carried there,
with its black cloud inside.
“I’ll be back,” she told the shark.
“I’m going to work here. I will watch you
every day.”
***
At home, Kara went over the whole
exchange in her head a thousand

times, thinking how she could have
sounded smarter, better, more hireable.
She should have practiced before she
went in. She’d bought a paper from the
newsstand and was trying to work up
the energy to read the classifieds. She
couldn’t count on the aquarium. It was
too good to be true. Kara sighed and
placed the new captive on the shelf
with the others. It looked good there.
She smiled at the diffuse glow of varied
hues shining from the shelf. It was as
soothing as watching fish swim in a
tank.
And she would count on the
aquarium. She would catch that
job, like she caught the ghosts. Her
determination was unfamiliar, but she
settled into it. Kara lay on the couch
and stared up at the colors swirling
in the bottles on the shelf above. The
new bottle swayed. The one next to it
was almost gone. It had been a bowl
of red, like a tulip, coating the bottom
of the bottle with thick petals of color.
Now it had faded to transparency, and
she’d soon have that bottle to snare
a different color. Comforted by the
trapped, turning clouds above her, she
slept.

lemonade down her throat, dog fur
along her fingers, mud beneath her
knees, a fringed shawl across her arms,
a yanking comb through her hair, a
bowtie round her neck.
Tighter around her neck...too
tight, no, not around, inside...filling her
mouth, blocking all air, squeezed inside
her nose.
She shook her head, trying to
dislodge those wisps of being that
suffocated her. Dark blurred the many
hues crowding her face and eyes. Kara
fought for air that did not come. She
imagined herself an ever-circling shark
come to a stop on the sandy ocean
bottom, finally at rest.

Kara woke to the sound of
shattering glass and the sense that
hard pebbles rained down on her. A
thousand colors filled the room when
she opened her eyes. The glass bottles,
the shelf, they’d broken! Bright threads
descended toward her, entering her
mouth, her nose.
She was gripped by simultaneous
sensations: sand between her toes, fat
summer raindrops on her arms, cool
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something in my ear. I don’t catch
all of it. Something about a rubber
diaper and duct tape. The doctor’s
smiling.

Borderland Fancy
By Mekenzie Larsen ©2012

I wasn’t trying to kill myself
when I put a .44 Magnum under my
chin and pulled the trigger. I was
only trying to make the Fuzzy Men
go away.
Picture grown men in bear
suits, thick brown fur covering
everything but their faces which
are pallid and slack with eyes that
never blink and mouths that don’t
move. They have no discernible
male features (their pricks would
be hidden under all that fur), but
they do wear matching neckties
and sheepskin loafers. I imagine
anything else would pinch their
toes.

“Someone will check in every
few hours. Try to get some sleep.”
He fondles the pen peeking over his
breast pocket. “Just buzz for a nurse
if you need anything.”
Yes, Doctor? Something with a
serrated edge will do. A steak knife,
if you got it.
He walks out without ever
looking me in the eye.
“What am I going to do?” My
husband, he still won’t look at me.
“What are we going to do?” Pacing
now, grasping his elbows in his
freckled hands. He asks the wall to
my right, “Why would you do a thing
like this?”

One’s sitting beside me right
now.
“We’ll have to keep her here for
observation,” the doctor’s saying.
“She’s in bad shape.”
“How long?” My husband keeps
glancing at me then turning away.
A grimace blooms, recedes. He can’t
stand to look at me. I can’t blame
him.
The doctor’s saying something
about shrapnel and brain damage.
I hear a sigh, then, “Thank god,”
then the Fuzzy Man is whispering
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Because they want me to, I say,
but I can’t hear my own voice and
neither can he because he’s still
pacing and shaking his head and
mumbling something about having
my dosage changed once I‘m back
on my feet. I say the Fuzzy Men,
they say you’re trying to poison me.
That’s why I lose consciousness and
wake up in the garage, why when I
open the fridge I’m teleported to the
upstairs bathroom, why sometimes I
can’t get out of bed even though I’m
awake and able to count backward
from ten and able to smell the dayold product in your hair. But I can’t
move. They say it’s because you

don’t love me anymore, and I believe
them. Better to off myself, they say.
At least then I would have some
control over what happens to my
own body.
“You ... do you want a pen?”
My finger twitches; it’s been
itching for a while. I had assumed,
being my trigger finger and all, it
was just that thing where your mind
subconsciously tries to exercise
a dying limb? I remember seeing
something about it on TV.
Whatever he drugged me with
must be wearing off.
“Here.” He pulls a crumbled
sheet of yellow paper from his jeans
and starts scanning the room for
a pen. He finds one on the floor,
kicking it in his hurry and sending
it rolling under the bed. He falls to
his knees, his ass in the air, and
the Fuzzy Man points and snickers.
Then the pen is being placed in my
hand. “Write it down.”
There’s nothing to say. I
wouldn’t tell you if there was. Your
face is making me nauseous.
The paper stinks of mice and
mold. He must have grabbed it from
a kitchen drawer. I write across
the top in sloppy scrawl: I WANT A
BUCKET. Some of the letters appear
backward.
He reads it and clutches the
collar of his shirt, feigning concern.
“You feel sick?”

WHY ARE YOU HERE?
He looks hurt. “Do you need
something? I can call a nurse.”
HELL NO.
“Georgia, how can I help you if
you won’t tell me what’s wrong? I
mean, I know what’s wrong but ...”
He starts mumbling and turns away,
holding a fist to his head.
I see the Fuzzy Man out of the
corner of my eye, rapping at his
temple. He says, “Knock knock.” I
say nothing. He says, “Where’s your
sense of humor?”
I don’t need one.
“You used to be funny. Now you
just got a funny face.”
Thanks, that means a lot.
My husband moves toward
the door. “Maybe I should get you
something to drink. Tea?”
HELL NO. Much larger this
time. He returns to my bedside and
leans down to read. STRAW.
“Straw?” he asks. “Yes, you’ll
need a straw.”
I scratch through the word, or
try to. The pen tears a hole in the
paper and I jab at it. I don’t want a
straw. He either doesn’t understand
or doesn’t care. He’s standing in the
doorway, saying, “I’ll get you that
tea.” A wrinkled thumb scratches
the skin above his eyebrow. I
close my eyes for a few seconds,
long enough to spin the pen once
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between my fingers, and when I
open them he has gone.

forth, taking random stabs at the
air. Let go!

The Fuzzy Man remains, his
elbow propped on the arm of his
chair and his chin resting on his
open palm, a perversion of a sick
child’s teddy bear complete with
matted hair and snot stains. He
smells like mothballs taste. “Geez,
G. You sure know how to pick ‘em.”
He snickers. “What good is a straw if
you can’t put it up your nose?”

“Now, now,” he begins, loosening
his hold. “Don’t do anything I
wouldn’t do.”

Why haven’t you gone? I did
what you told me to.
“You woke up.”
I told you I would leave him.
“Once you’re back on your feet,
maybe. But until then? He’s stuck
with you so you’re stuck with me.”
Tears well up behind my closed
eyes. Nothing I ever do turns out
right. Jesus, it burns.
“You gotta understand,” the
Fuzzy Man says, “we’re just looking
out for you. Don’t want you bumping
your head or anything.” Another
muffled giggle. “You’re awful twitchy.
Here, let me.”
My eyes still closed, I feel his
hand roaming over the sheet. What
are you doing?
“You wanna hurt somebody?”
I open my eyes and see him
towering over me, holding my arm
up and over my chest as my writing
hand jerks chaotically back and
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I pull away from him and he
falls back into his seat with a smirk
on his face. My eyes drift to the door
and my husband has returned, a
paper cup in his hand, steam rising
from the top in a single steady
thread. He tries to blow it away but
I’m no fool. He plans to scald me, to
further disfigure my damaged face.
Too hideous for him to look at, he
wants to make sure no one else will
look at me, either.
I plunge the pen into my cornea
until it strikes bone and the cap
breaks off in my hand. I push until
the scent of mold and wet fur and
medical cleanser has faded, until my
ears quit ringing and the shrieking
stops.
Let’s see where I wake up this
time.

PORTRAIT OF AN ARTIST: Jason V Brock
By Misty Dahl ©2012

If one word could sum up Jason V Brock, it would be intensity. It’s the first
thing people usually notice about him: he has wild hair, wild eyes and a wild way of
dressing. His kindness, patience and listening skills may go unnoticed unless you
stick around for an hour or two. He is a man that loves people, loves art, and admires
“anyone who has created a meaningful body of work and isn’t afraid to stand up for
what they believe in.”
Brock’s creative mindset flows from a lineage of great artists, filmmakers, writers,
and thinkers that have always captivated his imagination: Georges Bataille, Richard
Matheson, David Bowie, Dante, Charles Beaumont, Brian Eno, Goya, David Lynch,
Wolfgang Grässe, Ray Bradbury, Botticelli, H. R. Giger, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Rod
Serling, Richard Selzer, and many others. In spite of the large shoes that he aspires
to fill, Brock isn’t intimidated. Instead, he seems inspired—intent on hanging in there,
proving his worth. At a dinner with William F. Nolan (Logan’s Run)once said, “Jason is
a terrible person—terribly intelligent, terribly talented and terribly generous. I call him
‘Super Beaumont’. I once sat down and counted more than thirty parallels between
Jason and my old pal, writer Charles Beaumont—the biggest similarity being their
mutual intensity.”
Brock and Beaumont also share another important quality: In their own
ways, they each brought “The Group”—that amazing coterie of Southern California
writers from the 1950s whose membership boasted not only Bradbury (The Martian
Chronicles) and Matheson (I Am Legend), but also George Clayton Johnson (Star
Trek), Nolan, Beaumont (The Twilight Zone), John Tomerlin (Challenge the Wind), and
others—together. Nolan continued: “See, Chuck [Beaumont] was the heart of The
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Group. When he died, we all sort of drifted apart, went our own ways… When Jason
came along with the documentary he made (Charles Beaumont: The Short Life of
Twilight Zone’s Magic Man), it got us all back in touch with one another, and we have
been ever since.”
Currently living in Washington State with his wife Sunni and a gaggle of
interesting reptile pets that they adore, Brock is fast becoming the artist he’d always
hoped he would be. Always a writer, artist and musician—he was guitarist/composer
for years in the progressive rock band ChiaroscurO—he knew from a very early age
that he wanted to be a film director. Brock points out that everything he does, the
writing, the music, the art, all play a part in film, “as it combines all my interests
together.” Regarding his old love, music, Brock is mastering and preparing to release
the material from his former band’s prolific musical output (nearly five CDs worth).
Brock recalls that his first cinematic explorations were made while growing
up in Charlotte, N.C. They were family films in 8mm, and later small budget 16mm
horror flicks (where he provided special effects and acted). In high school, he drifted
from project to project, spending several years having gallery exhibits of his artwork,
doing graphic design work, performing and recording his music, and looking for a
direction—but he never lost his love for film. “My father (James Brock) taught me that
directors were the ones that made everything happen, so that was where my heart
was…”
Years later, after marrying Sunni (now his film editor and collaborator), he
answered the call that could no longer be denied. While living in L.A. and working
as a high-level technician for Fuji Photofilm, USA, Brock and his wife headed south
for San Diego. The destination? Comic-Con. In some ways, this is where it all really
began. He met people, discussed his ideas, and finally started gathering equipment,
pulling everything together.
His films now include not only the powerful Charles
Beaumont (about the tragic rise and fall of the leader of “The
Group”, which debuted at the prestigious Egyptian Theatre
in L.A., has been screened at venues across the country,
and is available on DVD), but also The AckerMonster
Chronicles! This film, to be released in 2012 theatrically
and on DVD, details the extraordinary life of agent,
writer, editor, collector, and mega-fan Forrest J Ackerman
(Famous Monsters of Filmland), and has had preliminary
screenings at the Buffalo International Film Festival and
San Francisco’s SF in SF at the Variety Preview Screening
Room. Another of Brock’s documentaries, the eerie Image,
Reflection, Shadow: Artists of the Fantastic is due out in
late 2013 This full-length documentary is about Fantastic
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Art, featuring interviews from some of the greatest artists in the world, including H.R.
Giger, Ernst Fuchs, Roger Dean, Robert Williams, and several others. There are other
documentary projects in the wings, but Brock would like to get into features once he
has completed Image.
It takes a long time to make a good film, and since 2004, he has already
produced an impressive résumé, but that’s not all he wants to accomplish. He also
wants to be remembered as someone with integrity and a sense of humor. “I’d like
my legacy to be entertaining, heartfelt, and educational films, stories, music, and
artwork. Things with an afterlife, a message.”
Brock’s intensity, as well as his genius and genuine kindness (he’s a vegetarian
and animal rights activist) are probably the reasons people are drawn to him. And one
can hardly speak of Brock without mentioning William F. Nolan. Nolan has become
a great friend over the last few years and the two, along with Sunni, seem to be an
inseparable trio. They have worked on so many projects together it’s hard to keep
them straight. The prolific Nolan has met his match with Brock, and neither one of
them is content allowing the other to slow down.
In 2009, Brock and Nolan edited and published The Bleeding
Edge: Dark Barriers, Dark Frontiers (an award-winning, criticallylauded anthology showcasing new works from the likes of John
Shirley, Joe R. Lansdale, Cody Goodfellow, Dan O’Bannon, and
more) for Cycatrix Press. In late 2011, they released a follow-up
called The Devil’s Coattails: More Dispatches from the Dark Frontier
for the same publisher, which is another gorgeous, acclaimed
anthology of new works from some of the best in the fields of Dark
Fantasy and Science Fiction, such as Ramsey Campbell, Richard
Selzer, Steve Rasnic & Melanie Tem, and more. Brock is currently
working on a third all-original anthology: “A Darke Phantastique”:
Encounters with the Uncanny and Other Magical Realities, and the duo is working
together with Bluewater Productions on several titles, including the Logan’s Run:
Last Day comic book series, and Tales from William F. Nolan’s Dark Universe. About
the latter, Brock says that “Nolan and I completed several adaptations of some of his
best short stories for Bill’s Dark Universe graphic novel, due out later this year, and
we are also doing more books… another Logan book called Logan Falls, a new Nolan
collection of unpublished works that I’m editing for Centipede Press (formerly for
Arkham House), as well as co-writing a few short stories.”
In addition, Brock served as the Managing Editor/Art Director/Graphic Designer
for Dark Discoveries from 2008-2012, in which he oversaw the look and feel of the
magazine, set the direction of the content, and was a major contributor for over seven
issues. He has written a solo novelette to be published by Bad Moon Books titled
Milton’s Children due out in 2012, and has been invited and accepted into several
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other anthologies slated for release over the
next couple of years, these hot on the heels of
his well-received appearances in Like Water for
Quarks, Slices of Flesh, Weird Fiction Review,
Night Terrors II, Fangoria, and numerous other
publications.
A respected authority on horror and other
topics, Brock is a popular and entertaining
panelist at horror conventions, science fiction
conferences, and film fests, and is active in
the genre community (he was most recently a
panelist with Rocky Wood and Dr. Michael R.
Collings at the Horror Writers Association Stoker Award Weekend 2012 in Salt Lake
City (concurrent with the World Horror Convention 2012), serves as the Chair of the
Stoker Short Fiction Jury 2012 for the Horror Writers Association, is a member of both
the HWA and SFWA (Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America), and is slated
for more appearances in the next few months, including the World Fantasy Con and
KillerCon). He has also announced a partnership with the esteemed critic S. T. Joshi
(H. P. Lovecraft: A Life) on a new biannual magazine/e-publication entitled Nameless
(http://www.NamelessMag.com). The digest is to be published physically and
electronically in the late spring and fall of each year, and pays pro rates.
Brock recently signed with respected literary agent Cherry Weiner to represent
his work. His first story collection is out in 2013 (called “Simulacrum and Other
Possible Realities,” from Hippocampus Press), that we are working on the new antho,
called “A Darke Phantastique,” and that my new digest has dropped, a pro-rate,
biannual, perfect-bound book entitled NAMELESS
For Brock, this is only the beginning. Working as a creator full-time, he is living
the dream. Whether as a writer, musician, painter, consultant, or filmmaker, Brock’s
preferred medium for self-expression waxes and wanes as he moves from one art form
to another. “It’s a bit like muscle confusion during exercise, just done psychically—it
keeps your subconscious on its toes, so to speak. I hate getting into ruts.”
Keep your feelers out for news about this artist; the world will be hearing a lot
more about him in the years to come. Art of every type seems to be in his blood, and
with so many different projects on the horizon, it doesn’t seem likely he will get into a
rut anytime soon.
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Where the
Wiffle Ball Went
By Geoffrey W. Cole ©2010

“You’re the only one small enough
to climb down there,” Jed said.
Barry hesitated at the edge of the
Abrahams’ brown grass. His friend Jed
stood on the lawn beside the manhole
with the Bills, their golf clubs in their
hands, and behind them loomed the
Abrahams’ house, the paint peeling,
the garden a tangle of weeds and all
the blinds drawn even though it was
late morning. Barry wasn’t supposed to
wander down to the end of the cul-desac, and he especially wasn’t supposed
to go onto the Abrahams’ property, not
after their dog Ricket bit his sister, but
the older boys were counting on him.
The grass crunched under his
foot and, right on cue, Ricket started
barking from his dog house behind the
hedge.
“Come on, you pussy,” Bill Mason
said. “We need the ball back.”
Barry ran the rest of the way. He
thought he saw something pink and
floating in the distance behind the
Abrahams’ house, maybe one of the
hot air balloons that drifted by during
Ottawa’s long summer days, but then
he arrived at the edge of the manhole,
while Bill Mason and Bill Sampson
pulled back the heavy steel grate. The
manhole seemed too deep. A set of
rusted ladder rungs stuck out of the

concrete and way down there at the
bottom he could see the wiffle golf ball
on top of a pile of dark crud.
“Easy peasy,” Jed said. “In and out
and you’re done.”
“Just like Barry’s Mom,” Bill
Sampson said.
Barry didn’t know what that
meant, but he didn’t want his Mom to
hear her name, not when he was down
here on the Abrahams’ lawn and that
stupid dog Ricket wouldn’t shut up.
“I’ll go,” Barry said. “As long as you
let me take a swing at the ball when I
get it out.”
“You can use my club,” Jed said.
“Just hurry up, already.”
Barry lowered one leg over the
ledge until he found the first rusty
rung, then the next, and the next. He
stared at the wiffle ball below. Some
of the brownish crud was seeping into
the hollow ball. It was Bill Mason’s
fault they had to use the wiffle ball,
anyway. Last month, soon as school got
out, he put a real golf ball through the
Hancocks’ window, and the adults made
them all use hollow wiffle balls after
that.
The rungs ended sooner than he
expected; the bottom was still a long
way down.
That’s when the Bills pulled the
steel grate back over the manhole.
“Hey,” Barry said.
When he looked up, he lost his hold
on the ladder and fell. He landed in the
soft gunk, right on the wiffle ball.
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Bill Mason’s laugh was low and
mean and Bill Sampson sounded like he
had a whistle lodged in his throat.
“You okay?” Jed said.
“Look at him down there,” Bill
Mason said. “About to wet the jeans his
Mom picked out for him.”
“Let me out,” Barry said.

Sampson said.
“Cut it out, guys,” Barry said. “I
know you’re just fooling with me. I can’t
reach the ladder. Help me up.”
The morning sunlight only lit the
top meter of the manhole, but all of it
suddenly cut off.
“Holy shit,” Bill Mason said.

Ricket barked and barked.
All three of their heads stared
down at him. Even Jed had a smile on
his face.
“Open it up for him,” Jed said.
“Not ‘till he brings up the wiffle
ball,” Bill Sampson said.
Barry brushed the crud off his
pants, pants he was supposed to keep
clean for dinner at Grandma’s that
night, and reached into the muck to
pull out the wiffle ball. A worm as long
as a piece of spaghetti had crawled into
the holes in the ball and hung out both
ends. He could see lumps of brown
gunk pushing back and forth beneath
its skin. He shook the worm out.
Ricket’s barking got louder.
“I’ve got it,” he said, and held up
the wiffle ball, but the boys were gone.
All he could see was the steel grate, blue
sky above, and every now and then a
gauzy streamer waving through the air.
He tried to grab the lowest ladder rung
but even when he jumped it was out of
reach.
“You see that?” he heard Bill
Mason say.
“What the hell is it?” Jed said.
“We should get outta here,” Bill
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“I know you’re just trying to freak
me,” Barry said.
A whooshing sound, almost like
the world’s biggest wiffle ball flying
past, filled the air and then the whole
manhole shook worse than his house
had during the earthquake two years
ago.
“Run, run,” Jed said.
There was another whoosh and
crash and concrete chips fell down on
his face.
“What’s happening?” Barry said.
“Let me out.”
Another whoosh and crash, and
then a sound Barry had only heard
once before, when Bill Mason dropped a
rock on the Hancocks’ pet rabbit. Only
animals screamed like that. Then more
screaming and this time it sounded like
Bill Sampson’s whistly voice.
The stink of rotten potatoes wafted
down into the manhole. More of the
whooshing and mini-earthquakes.
Wood splintering, stones falling. Ricket
barking. And screams. It sounded like
everyone in the neighborhood was out
of their houses all screaming for each
other. There was also another sound
that made Barry shudder, a sound
like a dog licking peanut butter off its

lips, but this dog sounded as big as a
skyscraper.
“Barry?” his Mom said. Her voice
came from far off and it sounded as
scared as everyone else’s.
At that moment, Barry realized this
wasn’t some elaborate prank the Bills
had concocted.
“Mom?” he said.
“Where are you, baby?” she
shouted, her voice closer now. “Where
are you?”
“Down the manhole,” he said. “At
the Abrahams’. I didn’t mean to. I’m
sorry.”
“I’m coming, baby,” she said, and
he didn’t care if his friends heard her
call him that.
Two pipes as wide as his hand
came into the manhole; the higher
of the two came up to his knee and
dribbled a bit of water into the muck.
He stuffed the wiffle ball in his pocket
and crawled onto the higher pipe. When
he jumped he caught hold of the lowest
rung of the ladder.
Then he pulled on that ladder as
hard as he had during rope-climbing in
gym class and managed to get himself
to the next rung.
“I’m almost there,” he shouted.
Then there was another whoosh
and a thump.
go.”

“No,” his Mom screamed. “Let me

sound he’d only ever been exposed to
on the day he was born, but part of
him remembered that scream, and
just when he thought he couldn’t take
another second of the horrible keening,
it was replaced by the sucking sound,
the massive dog-licking-peanut-butteroff-its-lips sound, and Barry wished as
hard as he could that he could hear his
mother scream again.
He climbed until his face pressed
against the steel grate. All the blue sky
had disappeared; in its place was an
undulating pink and grey skin. Barry
pushed against the grate.
“Mom?” he said. The grate wouldn’t
move. “Mom?”
The back of Jed’s head slammed
into the steel grate. Barry almost let
go. Jed rolled around and blood leaked
from the big open gash in his head and
dropped onto Barry’s nose.
“Bay ree,” Jed said. “Hell puh.”
Jed’s fingers curled around the
steel grate even as his eyes rolled back
into his head. Then something lifted
Jed. His friend’s shoulders came into
view first, then his head peeled up off
the grate, then his arms straightened,
and Barry saw something huge and
soft and pink and grey wrapped around
Jed’s legs. The dog-licking-peanut-butter
sound came from that thing. As Barry
watched, it sucked up a little more of
Jed’s legs and Jed pulled the steel grate
with him.
“No,” Barry said. “Let go.”
“Hell puh,” Jed said.

For the rest of his life, Barry would
wish he hadn’t heard what he heard
next. His mother began to scream, a

“Let go,” Barry screamed.
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“Bay ree,” Jed said. That pink and
grey thing that looked a lot like the
worms in the bottom of the manhole
sucked up Jed’s body to the waist.
Barry hooked his shoes into the metal
rungs. Ricket positively howled. The
thing sucked on Jed again, swallowing
him all the way to the shoulders.
Barry’s shoes started to tear.
“Bay ree,” Jed said.
Barry bit Jed’s thumb. The older
boy moaned and let go. Barry pulled the
manhole cover down on top of him but
couldn’t hold on. He tumbled, knocked
his knee on one of the ladder rungs,
and landed hard in the mud-pile below.
Lights danced in front of his eyes.
His knee killed. Barry thought he might
throw up.
Something huge and pink and
grey slammed into the manhole grate
over head. Slime that stunk of frog-piss
sloshed through the grate.
For some reason Barry expected
teeth, but there weren’t any, just a
circular mouth-thing like the end of an
elephant’s trunk that gummed at the
manhole lid, trying to get a grip on the
steel grate. Barry burrowed into the
muck with the worms and the crawly
things, until he felt pebbles and stones
beneath his butt.
Then the pink mouth made that
dog-licking-peanut-butter sound. Air
whooshed passed Barry from the two
pipes that entered the manhole. A few
insects were sucked off the pile beside
Barry and pulled into the slime-covered
mouth. That’s where Jed went. That’s
where his Mom went. Barry wet himself,
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and felt the warm dribble running up
his leg and into the air, toward that
sucking mouth.
When he felt himself being lifted,
Barry wedged his feet and arms against
the walls and pressed as hard as he
could.
The sucking stopped and the
worm-trunk thing slammed into the
manhole two more times, so hard one
of the middle ladder rungs snapped off
and landed in the muck beside Barry’s
head.
Then the thing disappeared.
Barry shut his eyes and tried to
become part of the dirt that surrounded
him. He tried not to think of what he
heard happen to his Mom, what he saw
happen to Jed. He’d knocked his head
when he fell off that last ladder rung.
This must be a doozy of a nightmare.
Jed or Mom or Dad would get him out of
the manhole soon enough.
He sat there for a long time. Worms
crawled through his socks. Millipedes
scampered their thousand feet over
his arms. Insects walked over his head
and when a set of antennae tickled his
nostrils, he jumped up. He shook off the
filth and listened.
In the distance, there was the
occasional whoosh-thump, but it
seemed far off now. He heard a faint
crackling like a campfire but no more
screaming, only a faint whimpering
sound.
Barry climbed the pipe and jumped
for the bottom rung. His knee hurt
worse than the peroxide his Mom would
put in it and when he thought of his

Mom his arms got really weak and he
didn’t want to hold on any more but
he couldn’t stand being down in the
darn manhole so he pulled as hard as
he could and got himself up onto the
ladder. He rushed up, past the spot
where the rung had fallen out, until he
could press his nose against the metal
grate.
Dry, dead grass rimmed the edge
of the manhole. Blue sky filled the
air overhead. Something black and
cylindrical stuck out of the grass on his
right. Nothing else.
He wanted to call for help didn’t
dare make a noise.
That whimpering seemed the
saddest thing he’d ever heard.
No matter how hard he pushed,
he couldn’t get the darn steel grate to
move. He cried a lot. Slime coated the
grate and got all over the pants he was
supposed to wear to Grandma’s. He
cried some more.
Then he noticed that black thing
sticking out of the grass. If he could
get his fingers through the grate, there,
he could just grab it. Rubber. Warmth
rushed through him. One of the older
boy’s golf clubs. Careful, so careful. He
pulled the club closer and then angled it
down into the manhole.
He wedged the golf club through
the metal grate as a lever and used the
ladder rung as a fulcrum. He pulled.
Nothing. He pulled harder. The lid
moved, just a hair, but it was a start, he
let out a small whoop and pushed even
harder.

Back at the bottom, lying there
with the worms and the mud and the
pebbles digging into his butt and the
two broken halves of the golf club, Barry
thought maybe the whimpering was
him, but no, his own cries were different
and echoed like crazy throughout the
manhole.
When he’d had enough he picked
up both halves of the golf club, stuffed
a bunch of the pebbles and stones into
his pocket, and climbed back up. He
wedged both halves of the club into
the grate and levered. The grate lifted
a smidgen. He stuck a few of the small
pebbles into the gap between the steel
and concrete. He kept levering. The lid
lifted some more. He stuck more pebbles
in and after he wedged in the biggest
stone he could get his hands through
the gap and onto the dead grass.
He pushed his back against the
grate, using his arms and legs to get as
much as he could into the push. The
grate slid away and he was out.
Half the Abrahams’ house had been
smashed to bits. Further up the street,
his house lay entirely flattened. Barry
ran up the hill to home. Trees and
streetlights had been knocked down
and many of the flattened houses gave
off trails of dark smoke. Here and there
on the grass were fresh stains of frogpiss stinking slime. That whimpering
sound followed him.
A radio blared from inside the
Hancocks’ ruined house:¨attacks
in every major... basements or
underground¨. He didn’t stop to listen.
He came to the end of his driveway.

The golf club snapped.
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Somehow, his Dad’s boat remained
untouched. Everything else was ruined.
While he stood there, looking at
all the mess and wondering where to
start searching for his Dad and sister
Lily, he saw something move out of the
corner of his eye. He spun. Nothing but
wreckage and smoke. Still, though, that
whimpering sound seemed right behind
him.
“Is anyone there?”

low, his long, ridiculous Cocker Spaniel
ears touching the ground, his tail firmly
between his legs, and that whimper
coming out of his mouth.
¨Shush it,¨ Barry said. ¨Those
things will hear you.¨
The dog came closer and dropped
the ball at his feet, then ran back and
waited, still whimpering, and Barry
knew he had to make that sound stop.
Barry picked up the ball, all slimy
from Ricket’s mouth, and stuffed it in
his pocket.

The whimpering got louder.
“Come out or shut the heck up.”
More whimpering. More
whimpering, evidently from behind a
squashed car.
Fury flooded him then, anger at
hearing his Mom scream like that,
and at hearing the scream stop, and at
seeing his house destroyed. He reached
into his pocket, groping blindly for
anything. He found the wiffle ball and
threw it as hard as he could at the
squashed car. The ball lofted through
the air and then dropped on his
driveway, well short of the car, just like
the wiffle ball was supposed to.
Barry sobbed in huge, bodywracking convulsions and before he
knew it, he was sitting on the asphalt at
the end of his driveway.
A black snout pushed its way into
his lap.

“Come here,” he said. The dog took
a few tentative steps. Barry held out his
hand. He didn’t care if the dog bit him.
Ricket sniffed it and when Barry put his
hand on the dog’s small, round head, he
rushed closer and began to lick the cut
on Barry’s knee.
“It’s okay, boy,” Barry said. “It’s
okay.”
He stood. Ricket pressed his
trembling body against Barry’s calf.
They walked toward his home. The dog
barked.
“Are they in there?” Barry said.
He stepped onto the ruins that had
been the garage where his Dad had
his workshop. He pulled on one of the
boards, and then swore when a sliver as
long as his pinkie wedged itself into the
palm of his left hand.
While he worked out the sliver,
Ricket darted into the mess.

Ricket the dog held the wiffle ball
in the teeth that had bit his sister.
¨Get away,¨ Barry said, and pushed
the dog’s head out of his lap.
The dog scampered away, his head
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“Stay outta there,” Barry said,
then went back to pulling out the sliver.
When he’d dug out the last piece of
wood, Ricket came trotting back to

jets soared by overhead only a hundred
meters above the ground, and for a
moment, Barry forgot everything as he
watched those two glorious machines
scream past.
Then, standing on his driveway at
the top of the hill, he saw what the jets
flew toward.
The thing hung in the sky above
the condominium towers where the poor
people lived. Impossibly huge, bigger
than all the hot air balloons Barry had
ever seen, the bulk of the thing was a
pink and grey gas bag shot through
with black pits that oozed grey fumes.
A fish-like tail as long as a soccer
field fanned the air behind it, gauzy
streamers trailing in the breeze. From
the bottom of the gas bag, dozens of
thick worm-things whipped down to
smash the concrete and steel structure
of the condo towers.
Barry’s side, something green and red
in his mouth.
“What have you got there?” Barry
said.
The dog placed what he carried
at Barry’s feet and Barry saw that it
was his sister’s arm, lopped neatly off
at the elbow, still wearing the sweater
Grandma made that Mom had dressed
her in for their visit later that day.
Ricket’s teeth hadn’t made a dent
in the soft white flesh exposed above the
wrist.
Barry felt the sobs coming back
even harder than they had before, but
then a pair of fully loaded F-18 fighter

The jets made an arcing turn in
the air. Barry saw twin puffs of white
from beneath each plane, and then four
missiles raced toward the creature.
Two of the missiles hit and pushed the
creature away from the condo towers.
The other missiles hit one of the towers.
Balls of flame rolled up the windows
and the tower started to crumble. The
big fish-tail pushed the creature toward
the falling concrete.
The jets arced around and fired
another set of missiles. This time all
four hit the creature and pushed it even
farther from the condominium towers.
The jets banked wide on either side of
the creature, flashed back over Barry’s
head going the opposite direction this
time, and then banked together in a
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wide arc to come back at the creature.

house.

Instead of gliding toward the
crumbling condominium towers, the
fish-tail spun the creature around until
its blunt, bristled front-end faced Barry.

Barry heard the first jet’s machine
gun rattling again, but he didn’t look.
Rotten-potato stench filled the air. He
ran up the Abrahams’ dead lawn, the
dog at his heels, and stopped at the lip
of the manhole. He kicked what was left
of the golf club down the hole.

It was coming his way.
The jets finished their arc and
raced toward the creature. Barry saw
lights flashing on their noses, then
heard the rat-a-tat-tat of the machine
guns. The great tail moved faster,
pushing the creature forward, even as
those worm-limbs swung down and
smashed the houses it glided over.

The creature’s snout hovered above
him now.
Ricket whimpered.
“It’s safe down here,” he said. He
tried to grab the dog but it scampered
back. “You’ll get sucked up.”

Ricket growled deep in his throat.
The first jet broke away. The other
kept shooting into the gas bag, getting
closer and closer until there was no
room left to turn. Somehow Barry knew
the pilot wasn’t planning on stopping
until he had flown right through the gas
bag.
One of the big worm-things swung
up from beneath the creature and
knocked the plane out of the air. The
jet tumbled end-over-end and crunched
into a neighborhood three blocks away.
A huge cloud of black smoke jumped
into the air.
The creature floated over the
wreckage, picked at the smoke, then
floated closer, two blocks away now. In
the bright morning light, Barry could
see through the skin of those wormlimbs, where small, black silhouettes
pumped up into the gas bag.
“Come on, Ricket,” he said.

The dog whimpered, walked in a
circle, barked once.
Barry took out the wiffle ball. The
dog’s ears perked up.
“Come on.¨
Ricket stepped closer. When his
teeth closed on the ball, Barry wrapped
an arm under his belly and lifted him.
He backed into the manhole, his feet
found the first rung, and he stepped
down. When he was at the manhole’s
lip, he realized he couldn’t pull the grate
with the dog in his hands.
“Sorry, boy.¨
He dropped the dog, who landed
with a wet thump in the muck below.
The sunlight disappeared.
Barry grabbed the grate with
both hands and pulled, but the grate
wouldn’t move.
A whooshing sound filled the air.

He ran down the cul-de-sac toward
the creature, toward the Abrahams’
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The grate slid a centimeter, two.
Barry felt something snap in his back

but he kept pulling while he stepped
down the ladder, even as the whooshing
sound got louder and louder.
Then the grate was over the hole,
just as the pink and grey worm-thing
slammed into the steel bars that only let
wiffle balls and golf clubs through.
Barry rushed down the ladder as
the elephant-trunk-tip worked the grate.
Ricket whined and barked below.
“Shush, boy,” he said. He dropped
into the sludge beside the dog, his knee
aching. Great gobs of slime rained on
him.
He picked up the dog and stroked
its soft, round head.
“Shush,” Barry said. “It’s okay. The
thing can’t get the grate open.”
He heard the grind of metal sliding
on concrete. He looked up. The pebbles
and stones he’d jammed beneath the
steel grate were still there, raising
the grate up off its frame, giving the
creature something to hold onto. The
grate slid back in the grip of those
muscular, elephantine lips.
“Shush,” he told the silent dog. “It
can’t fit down here.”
The thing squeezed down the
manhole, snapping off each ladder rung.
Barry held the dog close to his chest,
felt the dog’s urine dribble over him,
then slide up into the sucking mouth.
The worm-thing snapped off the
last ladder rung.
“I’m sorry, boy,” Barry whispered.
He held the dog up to the grey and
pink maw. When it brushed Ricket’s

rump it made the sucking sound and
the dog lifted out of his hands. Ricket
yelped. The wiffle ball fell into Barry’s
lap. Then Ricket’s back legs were gone,
sucked up into the toothless mouth,
while the front legs ran on thin air.
The mottled worm-thing retreated
up the manhole. The dog cried. Barry
squeezed his eyes shut and pressed his
thumbs into his ears.
The whoosh-thumping moved away.
He heard the jet fly by again, then he
heard a big explosion, which he figured
was the jet crashing like the other one
had.
When he opened his eyes, no steel
grate guarded him from the summer
blue sky. No ladder rungs either. When
he got thirsty, he brushed the slime
off one of the two pipes that led into
the manhole and drank from the thin
trickle of water that flowed out.
He picked up the wiffle ball Ricket
had dropped. He made up a game:
he counted how many times he could
bounce the wiffle ball off the wall and
catch it without dropping it, and then he
tried to beat his own record.
Every now and then they floated
by. The first creature was pink and grey
like the one that flattened his house,
but toward evening he saw one that
was puke green and black. The next
morning, he saw a bruise-purple gas
bag way over head with three smaller
reds ones following behind.
He didn’t hear any more jets.
He played the game until noon the
next day when the wiffle ball cracked.
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Chupacabra Hunters: Mystery Unveiled
By Chris Perridas and Boyd Harris ©2012

Chupacabras, the mysterious goat suckers of Peurto Rican legend, are alleged to
have migrated to the United States and morphed into hairless, emaciated, long-eared
creatures. Perrridas and Harris have for years crept into the crepuscular corners of
the paranormal, and often these creatures have crossed the terrain of Harris’ homeland
between Austin and Laredo, Texas. Now, it appears, one has trod upon the Kentucky
soil of Perridas’ homeland.
Just before Christmas of 2010, from a bedroom community of Louisville, Kentucky
known as Lebanon Junction , came a report of a chupacabra that was shot. Television
crews were dispatched from Louisville to film the remains and interview the startled
man, who fearing the creature, shot it. These videos have made it to YouTube already.
However, what is this odd creature? The “thing” was pinkish-gray from tip to
toe. It had long, ears, and sharp claws, and bi-i-g teeth! It did not seem to be made of
ectoplasm or holographic quanta, but very much flesh-and-blood. Therefore, it seemed
likely to be a terrestrial animal, a mammal of some sort, just hairless.
So, the Dark Recesses based, Chupacabra Hunters, took
to research. It did not take long to find identical
hairless animals spotted, or killed in Texas and
Arkansas. The tests by veterinarians showed
that this was a raccoon with a very rare type of
mange. Mange is caused by a mite, a species
of arachnid that nibbles at the bases of hair
and fur excreting compounds that prevent the
regeneration of hair follicles.
Even in the Lebanon Junction. Kentucky, animal,
the black snout, the whiskers that remained, the long finger-like paws, and the wide
haunch all spoke to the raccoon species. They do have very long ears, though with
all that heavy fur their length seems camouflaged. They also have a
distinctly formed bicuspid of large size.
Perridas and Harris await an announcement to prove our
crypto-zoological theory, but we remain confident in our belief.
Chris Perridas is a frequent contributor to Dark Recesses, and
has a long running, popular blog on H. P. Lovecraft. Boyd Harris
is publisher of Cutting Block Press that publishes the anthology
series Butcher Shop Quartet, Tattered Souls and +Horror Library+
Series.
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Club
By Drew Wilcox ©2012

I like to throw a frisbee around when
it’s nice outside. I love school when fall
hits. Normally in college, you can do
what you want, when you want. My
frisbee clobbers me in the side of the
head and I see stars for a moment. I’m
wondering what the hell just happened
to my face.
“GO TIGERS. SHOW SOME
SCHOOL SPIRIT, YOU SKINNY BITCH.
WOO, YEAH! KAPPA ALPHA RULES!!!!”
Kappa Alpha. Sigma Pi. Sigma Nu.
Delta Delta Delta. The list goes on. You
know who I’m referring to before you’ve
even finished reading this sentence.
They’re the Greeks. The “in-crowd.”
The obnoxious, pretentious, secretly
self-loathing throngs of elitist socialites
who seem to rule every college campus
around America. They’re a vain mass
of brainless thugs who will initiate you
in to their organization if you’re deemed
“cool” or “likable” enough. Well, that,
and you’ll have to do something really
stupid and embarrassing. Joining
Alpha Gamma Rho, the agricultural
fraternity? Be prepared to fuck a goat,
depending on which school you go to.
Think you’re a cute enough hottie to
rush Chi Omega? You’d better flash
your tits and get gang-banged by three
frat boys while guzzling a pint of vodka.
I hate them.

Maybe I’m not the coolest kid
from high school, or, perhaps, I think
that my personality is strong and
independent enough that one of them
will notice me. I signed up for rush
week. I shotgunned beers through a
funnel with the Theta Beta Pis. I hit a
six-foot gravity bong with the Sigma
Phi Epsilons. I went out with the Kappa
Sigmas and pissed on a cop car so
they would think I was cool. Am I not
a pathetic excuse for a human being? I
am desperate for validation from college
kids, apparently.
No longer.
I receive all my bid cards in
my school mailbox after my music
appreciation class. As a freshman, you
take some useless courses, let me tell
you. I open the first one, only to find
that it reads “In Your Dreams, Faggot.”
The rest aren’t that much better. I am
not good enough to be Greek.
I reach the last card, and it’s
different than the others. There’s
no school logo on it, and there’s no
football schedule on the back cover.
It’s charcoal black, with violet stitched
cloth on the surface. It reads: “An
Invitation from Vis Maior.”
The Vis Maior house is the
location of three of the most insane
and debaucherized parties at school
every year. Everyone shows up, and the
mansion, with its massive architecture
and long rows of hedges, is certainly
big enough to accommodate half of
campus. They aren’t endorsed by the
university, persay, but the valedictorian
of every major in every class is always
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from Vis Maior. They distinguished
themselves by using a Latin name,
rather than Greek. The term means “By
force” or “with power.”
To date, I’ve only seen one Vis
Maior on campus, and they don’t
participate in localized recruitment
activities. They don’t have a flag football
team. What they DO have, however,
is everything that all the other Greek
wannabes desire.
The invitation tells me to show
up at midnight. At first, I consider the
possibility that it’s fake, but the more
I ponder it, the more it makes sense.
I don’t struggle with my classes. I’ve
made perfect grades since I was in
elementary school. It might have be
plausible that they want to meet me.
And so, that’s how I find myself,
in my little Honda Civic, parked on
a curb outside the lawn of a place
that’s probably worth more than the
entire campus itself. I feel like a fool,
all of a sudden, sauntering down the
cobblestone walkway in my Dark Side
of the Moon t-shirt. There are black
statues at the corners of the building,
sleek and black, reflecting the pale
light of the moon off their menacing,
scowling figures as I finally reach the
massive wooden oak doors. The port in
the middle of the door is carnival glass,
but tinged with a deep crimson color.
It looks very European, and for some
reason, very disturbing.
I wonder if they’re Pink Floyd fans.
I rap a few more times, and there’s
no response at the door. I turn to
head back to my car after a few more
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minutes of waiting. This is a waste of
time and they probably have guard
dogs, or a security guard that will tell
me to get my happy ass out of here and
never show up again.
That’s when shit gets real.
Before I’ve taken two steps off the
limestone pedestal in front of the door,
a black rucksack is slung over my face.
Rough burlap cuts in to my nose and
lips as they mummify my breathing
passages with the hewn material. Next,
I am off my feet, being carried at the
calves and shoulders. We are going
around the house, because my sense
of direction is at least solid enough to
tell you that. I hear footsteps on smooth
stone, clicking with crisp rhythms in an
exactness that is terrifying.
They take the sack off my head
and I am in a basement, I think.
Crystal-blue markings are painted
in a gigantic circle around me, and
I am sinking in to one of the most
comfortable chairs I’ve ever sat in.
Something smells sweet and endearing
to my senses. There are hands on my
legs, my face, my arms and shoulders.
The most beautiful girl I’ve ever seen is
standing in front of me.
I think I love her.
She stares at me with a smile that
seems a little off --- somber, somehow.
She looks sad to see me, but I can
assure you, I am certainly happy to
see her. I realize that the hands are
from other beautiful women. They are
all over me. This is more play than
I’ve gotten in my entire life from the
opposite sex.

“Welcome, Lee. You understand
that we cannot allow you to see
our full establishment until you’ve
become a member. The...force...was
necessary.” She says. Her voice is like
the first, juicy bite of a delicious fruit to
my ears.
I can’t really speak because her
breasts are bursting out of the hot,
regal corset she’s wearing. All of them
are dressed tastefully, but in an oldfashioned way. There are guys my
age on the edges of the circular room,
staring at me, but they seem so much
more confident, more determined, than
I do. Her hands are gliding down my
face, and she has red fingernail polish
on. It’s hot. There’s a hand on my thigh.
“We know this is overwhelming, but
we have a task for you. We know that
you’ve been trying to find a circle of
people that you can belong to. We know
that you’re smart...too smart for your
own good, actually. You’re so smart that
the apes don’t seem to take any interest
in you.”
She laughs softly, and it’s one
of the most beautiful things I’ve ever
heard. There are sneers and smirks all
around me.
“You must be initiated. There is no
long, drawn out process to become a
member of Vis Maior. In fact, you only
need to complete one task.” She hands
me another card, and I’m wondering if
I will be introduced, individually, to all
of these sharp looking people. However,
that expectation falls short as the bag
is around my head, once again. I wish
they would have warned me.

They dump me out on the curb,
and before I know it, I am en route back
to my dormitory. I can’t wait to look at
the card and see what they expect of
me. I’ll do anything to join them. Even
though I was only among them for five
minutes…
I know I belong there.
***
Now.
I’m walking down the elongated,
lamp-ridden path, and the campus
is deathly quiet. Friday night, but
it appears that everyone has gone
home for the weekend. I glance across
the grassy knoll, the place for the
intramural soccer matches, and the
long line of fraternity and sorority
houses on the fringe of campus. Some
have carved their Greek letters in stone
above the two-story awning. Some have
crude, wooden characters that have
worn away with weather and time. No
doubt, the next “pledge task” for their
upcoming freshmen to participate in.
“Fix our house and make it look
presentable since we spent all summer
and half of fall making it look like shit.”
I mutter to myself. Holding that oddly
colored slip of stationery in my hand, I
can’t help but feel that I am suddenly
above trivial tasks like this, somehow.
I finally make it back to my tiny niche
of a dorm room and it appears that my
annoying roommate has departed for
home. I hate him. He’s rushing Sigma
Nu and he’s already received his bid
letter. I can see it on the corner of his
desk, but it looks so plain compared
to mine. It is now painfully obvious
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to me that the Greek meat-heads hold
no sense of social finesse whatsoever.
After all, my roommate spends a large
majority of his time staying awake
in to the wee hours of the morning,
gratifying himself to pornography. It
wakes me up sometimes. I’m pretty
sure the guys in Vis Maior don’t have to
beat their meat.
The calligraphy looks old and
sophisticated, like everything else about
the mansion and the people who dwell
within it. It looks like a mix between an
invitation to a seductive underground
party, a drug rave, and a wedding
announcement. Their instructions are
clear, and yet cryptic at the same time.
Return as soon as possible. Bring
someone with you. Not a friend.
I suddenly feel defeated for a
multitude of reasons. I know plenty of
people on campus, and not very many
of them are friendly acquaintances.
Convincing them to go with me would
be akin to swallowing a box of nails.
Yet, I am determined. I will become a
member of their society. It is something
that I desire more than a degree, a six
figure salary, or life itself. I feel like I’m
being pulled back by some mystical
form of magnetism. The surroundings
in that cellar, the chiseled features of
the people.....
I’m walking back in the direction
to my car before I’m aware that my feet
are moving. I’m not hypnotized; I feel
a burning adrenaline to GO, to deliver
what they’ve asked of me. All I can see
is her cherubic face, smiling at me.
She’s perfect and elegant. I don’t want
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to disappoint her.
As I approach my car, I can see
that in my excitement, I’ve made the
terrible mistake of parking on the
street outside the Kappa Alpha house.
Although most frat boys are obnoxious,
the Kappa Alphas are on their own
level. There are civil war cannons
parked on the lawn of their dwelling.
A statue of Robert E. Lee greets
those who attempt to enter. They are
relentless, intoxicated rednecks with
a collective grade point average of two
point three.
My car is covered in saran wrap,
anal lube, and toilet paper. Perhaps
they hate me because I actually answer
questions in the few general education
classes that I share with them, instead
of fumbling around for a bullshit
answer like a moron. I’m not entirely
sure, but I’ve just made it my mission,
in this moment, to bring one of them
back with me. The guy who called me
out earlier this afternoon is standing
on the porch with two tallboys in each
hand and a cigar in his mouth. He has
a Marine corps haircut and eyebrows
that are three times the size of Walter
Cronkite’s. He’s walking towards me,
and I am almost entirely positive that
he is the person responsible for the sad
state of affairs that my Civic has fallen
in to. He’s perfect.
“Guess you won’t be going
anywhere tonight, will you? Skinny
bitch. We wouldn’t initiate you in to
this fraternity if you sucked all of us
off three times apiece, so why is your
fucking car parked here?” He tosses a

beer can to the sidewalk.
“Actually, I’m going to a Vis Maior
gathering. But it’s okay, I’ll walk.”
The bait has been set. His brain isn’t
exactly working furiously, but I can
almost hear what he’s thinking. He’s
obvious.
“Damn bro, those chicks are hot.
How’d you get an invitation to THAT?”
he asks. Suddenly he’s all fucking
smiles and cheeks.
“I actually can’t go without
bringing a huge keg of booze and one
other freshman with me. It’s part of
the invitation. I can’t afford the booze,
though. You wanna come?” Surely, he’s
not that gullible.
“Give me two minutes. I’m bringing
a keg of Natty Ice. We’ll take my truck.”
He’s running off like he has some
fantastic, dirty secret. Apparently,
he doesn’t care that his “brothers”
are seeing him leave with me. I can
understand, in a way. I want to be
back so badly, now. I am close to the
fulfillment of their requirements.
The short drive off of campus to
the road of old, ancient houses is an
irritable one. This guy listens to 50
Cent and Lil Wayne, and his sub-woofer
is big enough to blow a hole through
my brain and disintegrate my ears. He’s
trying too hard.
“Leave the keg in the back. We’ll
get it in a minute. We have to introduce
ourselves first.” I tell him.
He hangs on my every word. I
know he can’t stop staring at the
monstrous hedges and the ornate stone

walkways. The garden on the front lawn
of the mansion rivals that of one from
the Palace of Versailles. He’s following
behind me with heavy footfalls as I
walk confidently up the smooth path.
We are almost to the front door. He’s
staring at the blood colored window,
and he won’t shut the fuck up.
“I never thought I’d see you at this
place, man. I must have been wrong
about you. If I could, I’d get blackballed
and join this place, if they’ll let me. It’s
the only co-ed group. These guys must
get tons of pussy. Do you think you
could put in a good wor----”
His voice is tapered off by the black
burlap that has cocooned his face. My
head has been covered, too, and yet I
can feel the soft touch of a hand on my
own, guiding me, whispering in my ear.
“Two steps ahead,” she tells me.
I descend them effortlessly. I can
hear his chortled screams and protests.
He’s cursing like a sailor. Who’s the
skinny bitch now?
The bag is lifted, and I’m inside,
walking down a torch-lit, narrow
hallway. I know the chamber is ahead.
There are portraits on the walls that
look as if they were painted in the
early 1800’s. I recognize them as the
various deans, university presidents,
and founding alumni of my school. One
of them is of the beautiful woman I saw
the first time in the painted circle. She’s
also the first portrait on my left.
I definitely love her, and according
to this painting, she was a student of
the university in 1896.
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I can’t look for familiar faces as we
enter the antechamber this time. It’s
pitch black, save for the blue markings
on the floor. They’re glowing on the
cold stone like bug-zapping lamps. I’m
wondering silently to myself how they
ever pulled off this aesthetic illusion,
but at the same time, I realize that all
of them are wearing violet robes. The
hoods are pulled over their faces, but
what I can see of their mouths seems
off somehow.
I don’t have
time to place
it, because
they’ve started
whispering.
The
hissing chant
is unsettling,
but I openly
embrace the
initiation ritual
and take my
place in the
circle.
All together, there are thirteen
markings that complete the ring
around the room. Eyebrows is standing
in the center, and they’re removing
the bag from his head. He still thinks
he knows what’s going on. Maybe he
was initiated in to his joke of a secret
society under similar circumstances.
I feel like something great is about to
happen, although I’m scared. He still
looks cocky as hell.
The whispers are growing louder
at an astonishing rate. I can hear all
of them individually, but together,
they make a symphony. It is a terrible,
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roaring sound that makes me feel like
my heart is going to explode. I can only
observe, but the most disturbing part
is, I can hear myself whispering too.
My mouth is moving, but it’s making
strange shapes, movements, and
sounds that I’ve never heard before. My
tongue feels like it’s clicking at a million
miles per hour. The electro-zapper
lights are intensifying, and their rays
of illumination are reaching toward my
guest. Soon,
they’ve formed
walls. The light
hardens in to
some sort of
translucent
surface. He’s
been placed in
a crystallized
prison. His
hands are
spread out with
tension against
the material,
and holes are
starting to open
in his face.
The blue rays look like sapphire
serpents, coiling around his face, his
nose, his mouth. The look on his face is
one of extreme horror.
It starts with the dimples in his
cheeks. Blue vapor is flowing freely
from his eyes, his nose, his ears, and
the newly forming cavities in his chest.
His face is like a Reese’s peanut butter
cup that has been poked through with
a very precise, pinpointed needle. Blood
is starting to secrete from the newly
made pores, and soon, it’s his whole

body. His clothes are gone. In a matter
of seconds, his living form has devolved
in to an unrecognizable, standing mass
of flesh, blood, innards, and piercing
blue light. I wish I could say that I feel
sick, but it is beautiful. I can’t stop
watching. I want a robe to wear. My
lips are racing at a pace that I cannot
possibly describe to you.
The blood is starting to congeal
and sink in to the stone. It’s so cold in
here, it feels like I’d shatter if someone
poked me in the shoulder. I’ve finally
figured out what I’m chanting, but it
doesn’t sound the way you’d say it in
English. It’s not my voice, coming out.
Vis Maior. Vis Maior. Vis Maior. VIS
MAIOR. VIS MAIOR.

They’re lowering their hoods, and
some of them look younger. I recognize
them, now. Normally, I wouldn’t, but
I guess I’m a little more observant
than most people. One of them is the
first dean of the university, which was
founded in 1788. He looks like he’s in
his twenties.
So, I guess Eyebrows was wrong.
There’s plenty of school spirit in me
now. I can’t wait to get more, as a
matter of fact. Tomorrow night is
Halloween, and it’s the biggest party
that we host all year.
I’d say we’re only young once, but
that really only applies to you now. We
can get it if we want it.
With force, if necessary.

The dome of light is starting to
fade, and Eyebrows isn’t there anymore.
There’s only a vaporous cloud of light,
and an Abercrombie shirt with a pair of
jeans. They’re going crazy. I realize that
a strand of the cloud is coming towards
my face. There are fifty other strands,
and each one is extending to a member
of the circle.
It’s going through my mouth,
through my nose. I don’t feel like
I’m breathing anything. It feels like
something alive is growing inside me, if
that makes sense. I’m not entirely sure
what’s happened to skinny bitch, but
I’m glad. I am in ECSTASY right now. I
wish this could last forever, but it’s over
in a few seconds. She’s talking to me.
God, her voice is like chocolate to my
ears.
“Well done, Lee. Congratulations.”
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An Interview With Feature Artist - Michael Brack

Michael Brack was born near Paris but spent most of his childhood in the
countryside. He has been drawing since he was a little kid, but was a big fan of
scientific documentaries and marine life and planned to be an oceanologist, or maybe
a paleontologist, when he grew up. However, his mother was a great influence on him.
She was an artist who specialized in Fantasy. While she would work on her drawings,
Michael spent a lot of time looking at illustration books. What he saw made him fall in
love with art during this period. He was especially moved by the paintings of Allen Lee,
as well as the artists he found in “Heavy Metal” comics magazine—artists like Moebius
and Richard Corben, and many others. A short stint in college taught him that he
preferred art over academia. By the age of 25, he was creating regular work for fantasy
magazines.
DR: Do you have a specific artistic style?
Michael: I think my black and white style is pretty specific, looking a bit like old
engravings. Concerning color, I’m still experimenting with various techniques so I don’t
think I have a specific style yet. Of course, I also have my own way to draw things, like
characters… I almost only draw female characters, which is another particularity of my
style.
DR: How has your environment/upbringing colored your art?
Michael: My mother being a fantasy artist obviously influenced my art. I also lived
in a family where imagination was taking a big place and I was surrounded since very
early by fantasy books, sci-fi comics and horror movies, things that definitely influenced
me in drawing monsters, zombies and so on.

Continued on page 47
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“Spiders In The Attic”
is one of Michael
Brack’s favourite pieces.
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DR: Is there a message in your work that you want people to grasp?
Michael: No. I just try to materialize mental images on paper or canvas, with
no interest in a message behind them. However, the viewer is obviously free to find a
message for him in my art. I also like to draw scenes that seem to be related to a story,
without saying what the story that would be. Again, the viewer can make his own story.
DR: How separate are you from your art? Tell us about your artist’s persona.
Michael: I’m not really separate from my art, however my artist’s persona might be
a little darker than I am in everyday life.
DR: Where do you hope to take your art in the future?
Michael: I want to improve technically, especially with painting. I also want
to push my art in an even more personal direction, building a visual and thematic
universe really specific to me.
DR: Do you travel much concerning your art?
Michael: All of my international work is done online, so no. However, I wouldn’t
mind to be invited in other countries to present my work!
DR: Do you ever suffer from creative blocks? If so, what do you do about it?
Michael: I don’t really suffer from creative blocks, however, I sometimes have a
very hard time to choose an image to concretize between all my ideas. I make a lot of
sketches, jumping from an idea to another, until it <<clicks>>. That can take a while…
DR: What is your work schedule like?
Michael: I usually work 3 hours in the morning, 2 hours at the end of the
afternoon and 3 more hours during the night, 6 or 7 days a week.
DR: What does your family think of your art?
Michael: Most members of my family tend to like things related to art and
imagination, so they’re pretty cool with what I do (although it can be a little too dark for
some of them).
DR: Do you hear from your fans much? What kinds of things do they say?
Michael: I receive many messages on the Internet from people who like my art, and
I talk to fans during conventions. People usually ask me where I get my ideas, if I went
to an art school, what techniques I use and other art related questions. I also receive
comments like <<it’s a bit scary!>>. Sometimes young artists want me to comment on
their work, that can be rather difficult…
DR: What about the horror genre interests you?
Michael: I think horror is a great way to produce powerful images (or books,
films…) dealing with heavy subjects like death, disease, violence, fear… without being
dogmatic or boring (if done well, that is). It can also be fun, like a ghost train ride, and
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act like a catharsis from life and reality. It covers an almost endless number of genres
and atmospheres: psychological, symbolic, scientific, dreamlike… from creepy and fun
to deep and disturbing. It’s a great genre for an artist to explore.
DR: What scares you?
Michael: In books, movies or art in general, a thing that can scare me is
aberrations of various kinds: places that change or disappear, strange incomprehensible
objects, people or creatures acting weirdly, distorted time or space. In reality, my fears
are more common: loss, incurable diseases, death… human interactions can also be
pretty scary. Oh, and insects too.
DR: What is your favorite horror book? What about horror film?
Michael: Probably the Cthulhu mythos stories from Lovecraft. Alien, although
it’s mostly a sci-fi movie. In the pure horror genre, I’d say the original Texas Chainsaw
Massacre.
DR: Do you look to your own phobias to find subject matter? Are your art pieces
the products of nightmares, childhood experiences, fantasies?
Michael: I usually draw, or paint, strong mental images that I have, so they
definitely contain some of my fears and obsessions, but I’m not doing it consciously. I
almost never have nightmares, but childhood and fantasies are absolutely a part of my
art. Basically, I enjoy creating strong and beautiful images, with pieces of my mind as
the main component.
DR: What advice would you give to an artist just starting out?
Michael: First, don’t hesitate to copy other artists (preferably good ones…) and
take real life models. Then, draw every day, several hours a day: talent is one thing, but
nothing replaces practice and work. And, when more comfortable with your medium of
choice, try to develop a personal vision and style.
DR: One last question, do you have any news you’d like to share, and where might
you be appearing?
Michael: I recently quit my day job to be a full time artist. I’m currently working
on an artbook project. I’m regrouping my best works, hopefully to be released this year.
I will be at the Comic Con/Japan Expo in Paris from July 5 to July 8.
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Three Grams
By Jamie Lackey ©2012

When Alicia opened her eyes,
everything looked different. Colors
were strange--sharper and brighter
than they had been before--and she
could see tiny details that she’d never
noticed before.
“Honey?”

hugged her, but only for a second. She
pressed a distracted kiss to Alicia’s
hair, then walked past her, into her
father’s laboratory, where the broken,
dead body that had been her prison lay
strapped to a table. Alicia could hear
her crying.
Anger surged through her, and her
hands clenched into fists. How could
her mother be upset? Alicia was still
alive. And she wasn’t in pain anymore.
Her mother should be happy.
“Why isn’t she happy?” Alicia
asked.

She turned her head, and saw her
father’s thin lips moving. She could
count the fine hairs on his forehead.
His voice sounded different, too.
“How’re you feeling?”

“Your mother is just confused,
honey,” her father said, pushing his
glasses up his thin nose. “It’s going to
take her some time to get used to the
idea of you being better.”

She sat up, moving carefully. The
familiar pain didn’t shoot through her.
Of course it didn’t--she wasn’t in her
old, broken body anymore. Her father
had saved her, just like he’d promised
to. “I feel great, Daddy.”

Alicia stomped her foot. “She’s
being selfish.”

He grinned and hugged her. His
body was warmer and softer than
she remembered. “Let’s go see your
mother.”
Her mother’s smile was strained.
“Is it really her?” her mother whispered
in her father’s ear, in a voice that would
have been too quiet for Alicia’s old ears
to catch.
“The three grams that you were so
worried about transferred into the new
body with her memories,” he whispered
back.
Her mother knelt beside her and

“She just needs time.”
***
Alicia wandered around the
garden. Her parents were fighting
inside. About her, again. Her mother
didn’t know that she could hear every
time she called her a monster--each
time she screamed about how Alicia
was a Frankenstein creature, not
human, not the child she had carried
in her womb.
Alicia tried to listen to the
friendlier sounds in the garden. The
bees buzzed, the birds sang, the wind
chimes rang. It was a beautiful day. In
her old body, she would have been too
hot, but now she hardly noticed.
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The roses had just started
blooming. She’d helped her mother
plant the roses two years ago. Alicia
had insisted that they plant red ones.
She loved red. They’d laughed and
thrown mud at each other while they
planted them. It had been a good day.
How could her mother not believe
that she was real? Alicia knew what
the three grams that her father
mentioned meant--according to her
mother, that’s what the soul weighed.
Alicia had her memories and her soul.
Her new body looked just like her old
one had. Daddy even said that she’d
grow up just like normal. All that she
didn’t have was the pain. Had that
been what her mother loved?
Alicia’s anger bubbled up through
her, and she punched the closest
tree. Bark crunched beneath her
knuckles. She pulled her hand back
and examined it. She was completely
undamaged. She looked at the tree.
Green sap oozed out of the dented
trunk.
She knew that she should feel bad
about hurting the tree. It hadn’t done
anything wrong. But she didn’t feel
bad. She didn’t feel anything except
anger.
What if her mother was right?

weighing herself. She had to find out
how much she’d weighed before.
Her father’s notes were very
unorganized. But Alicia had all night
to sort through them. She didn’t need
to sleep anymore.
Sometime after midnight, she
heard a noise from the kitchen, and she
froze. She saw her mother standing by
the refrigerator, bathed in the light from
the open door.
Alicia ducked behind the desk.
She didn’t want her mother to find her
in the lab. She didn’t want to spend
any time anywhere near her mother.
She was afraid of what she might do.
After a moment, she relaxed. The light
in the lab was off--her new eyes could
see perfectly in the moonlight. Her
mother couldn’t see in the dark.
She watched her mother rummage
in the fridge and thought about how
fragile she looked. How hard would
Alicia have to hit her to crush her flesh
and snap her bones?
She imagined her fist crashing
into her mother’s skull, bone crunching
beneath her knuckles like bark, and
blood oozing like tree sap.
Red was such a pretty color.
She shuddered.

***

Her mother poured herself a glass
of milk and vanished back up the
stairs.

Alicia stood on the scale in her
father’s lab and scowled down at the
numbers. She hadn’t lost any weight
in the past three days, but that didn’t
mean anything. Her soul could
have leeched away before she started

Alicia found the notes she was
looking for. Construct weight after
transfer: 45.752 kilograms. The
number on the scale. She wasn’t losing
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her soul.
Then she noticed the previous
line. Construct weight before transfer:
45.752 kilograms.
She’d never had a soul. Her father
had lied.
Her mother was right. She was a
monster.

changed for him. He probably didn’t
even feel guilty for lying to Mommy and
cursing Alicia to live as a monster.
Cold fury and hate curled around
her heart. She could kill him, right
now. She could rip his heart out with
her bare hands. But that wouldn’t be
enough. If he was dead, he couldn’t
suffer.

***
If her soul was gone,
then Alicia could do whatever
she wanted. Heaven or hell
didn’t matter, right or wrong
didn’t matter.
What did she want?
She wanted to plant
roses with her mother, but
her mother hated her now. It
was her father’s fault that she
was a monster. He should
have let her die.
Alicia felt the anger
inside her expanding, till
it filled her. She thought
she might explode from the
pressure, like a balloon. It
was all Daddy’s fault.
Daddy had to be
punished.
***
Alicia stared at her
father. He was sitting in the
living room, reading a book,
just like he always did on
Saturday afternoons. His
life was the same as it had
always been. Nothing had
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“Daddy?” Alicia forced sweetness
and warmth into her voice. “Could I
play in your workshop?”

she stared into her mother’s blank,
dead eyes. “I love you, Mommy.”

“Hmmm?” He didn’t glace up from
his book. “Sure, honey. Just be careful
not to break anything.”

It hadn’t been hard to recreate her
father’s experiment. His notes were
unorganized, but meticulous. Alicia
made sure to make his new body slower
and weaker than hers. She couldn’t let
him have the upper hand. He wouldn’t
be happy with her for letting Mommy
go. But Mommy was better off. She’d
be with the real Alicia. The real Daddy,
too. They’d be happy together, in
heaven, just the way things were before
she got sick.

“Oh, I’ll be careful, Daddy. I
promise.”
***
“Mommy.” Alicia stopped her
mother at the top of the stairs. “I
understand why you hate me now.”
“Oh, honey, I don’t hate you. I love
you, just like I always have. This is just
a rough transition for me.” Her mother
knelt down so that their eyes were
level. She wrapped her arms around
Alicia and hugged her. It was a real
hug. Mommy smelled like roses and
cinnamon, and Alicia felt something
other than anger stirring in her chest.
She didn’t deserve this hug. Tears
soaked into Mommy’s pretty pink dress.
Mommy rocked her gently back
and forth. “It’s okay, baby. I love you.”
Alicia touched her mother’s cheek.
Her flesh was so soft, so warm. So
fragile. “You don’t have to lie to me,
Mommy. I understand. I’m a monster,
and it’s not your fault. You shouldn’t
have to suffer because of Daddy’s
mistakes.” Alicia pushed her mother
as hard as she could. A surprised look
flashed across her mother’s face as she
flew into the wall.
Alicia heard bones snap as she
tumbled down the stairs.
Alicia didn’t feel anything when
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***

Alicia threw the switch, and her
father’s consciousness transferred to
the new body she’d made for him. His
eyes flickered open, and he saw his
corpse strapped to the table next to
him.
He started screaming.
Now he’d know what it was like.
And Alicia wouldn’t be alone anymore.

proper,” said Jack.

Rosie’s Knife
By J. Adrian Cook ©2012

Under the tavern lanterns Phin
could see the girl was doing poorly. He
had intended that she grow into the
dress he bought her when she turned
thirteen. Now, at fifteen, the ragged and
muddy dress hung on her bony frame as
loosely as it had before. He heard a rasp
in her breath that matched his own, a
rasp that meant she had spent too many
nights outdoors.
At least now, with a night’s work
ahead of them, they could enjoy a bowl
of stew and a glass of beer indoors. They
ate their stew slowly, savouring each
lump of beef and carrot. The tavern’s
customers were quiet and the fireplace
was warm. Though she didn’t smile,
Phin could tell that the girl was more
content than she had been for a long
time.
Jack slouched through the tavern
door, followed by a teenage boy wearing
a bowler that was too large for him.
Jack was dressed finely in black with a
silk topper, as usual, yet could never be
mistaken for a gentleman. He seemed to
dart instead of walk. He took a chair at
Phin’s table.
“I told you to bring a man,” Jack
growled, while the boy scraped into the
chair next to the girl.
“She’s the only one what I could
trust,” replied Phin.
“We ain’t taking no lady. It ain’t...

“She’s stronger than you,” said Phin,
“and she’s seen deaduns.”
Jack sneered and stood to leave.
Phin grabbed Jack’s coat. “Please,
Jack. We need this.”
“Come on, Jack,” said the boy in the
bowler, smirking, “Next time I have the
bloody Queen for tea, I won’t tell her we
took a lady resurrecting. None of us will,
right?”
Jack sighed and sat. “This is
Alfred.” He motioned to the boy. “He’s
done this before, so take cues from him.”
“And your name, Miss?” said Alfred,
tipping his hat.
“My daughter’s name is Rosie,” said
Phin.
***
Rosie rarely spoke to Phin, to
strangers never. When she was a child,
Phin believed it was crippling shyness
that held her tongue, but now he wasn’t
sure. He told himself it was because she
was the sort who preferred to listen, but
secretly suspected she had no need for
conversation, nor much else that made
young ladies proper.
What she did need was food and a
roof. Last winter had been cold. Since
Phin’s oyster cart had been sold, he
was unable to pay rent. It wasn’t the
first time he and Rosie were homeless,
but it was the worst. After the flood of
Christmas charity had dried in January,
the two found themselves on their
hands and knees in the icy muck of the
Thames, searching for flotsam from the
river. And then there was the night of
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February four, when he watched Rosie
jab a lustful drunk between the ribs with
her rusty kitchen knife and pluck his
coin purse. The memory of the man’s
pathetic howls still sickened Phin’s
stomach at night.
Now, with another cold winter
approaching, he knew that if they
couldn’t find permanent shelter one
or both of them would be buried in
the Potter’s Field. They shook in the
back of the hay cart as it wobbled over
cobblestones, and he clutched Rosie close
for warmth and coughed. Somehow,
she was sleeping. As he often did when
worrying about the future, he found
himself muttering soothing phrases to
her. Most men in his situation whored
their daughters for rent. He would not
do that. If this job went well, Jack’s
client would ensure that wouldn’t
happen.
The clopping of horse’s hooves
slowed and the bumping of the cart
ceased. Rosie woke. Neither of them
moved, unwilling to leave the warmth in
the straw. At last Jack’s harsh whisper
stirred them.
“Up, up, up, sleepyheads,” he said.
“Hand us those spades.”
Phin released Rosie. He dug into
the straw next to him and uncovered
four spades with wooden blades. He
handed them to Jack and Alfred, who
waited next to the cart.

produced an iron key ring.
“Thought we’d seen the last of
your kind back in the thirties,” said the
porter, smiling. “Bloody anatomists
couldn’t get enough. Who’d have thought
demand would soar again?” He found
his key, turned and unlocked the gate.
“Take care not to wake the vicar. If you
do, I’m not letting you out.”
“Understood,” said Jack, entering
the graveyard. “Any family members
lurking about?”
“I told her husband I’d watch over
her and he left at eight. And I want more
coin next time. I heard how much those
Confederate necromancers are offering.”
The porter cast a curious glance as Rosie
brushed past him through the gate, then
closed it behind the others. A crescent
moon lit their way as Phin, Rosie and
Alfred followed Jack between rows of
stone crosses to a mound of freshly
turned earth. By unconscious consent,
the group held their breaths. Jack
glanced toward the road, the old Catholic
Church and the darkened vicarage.
“Right, you lot, dig,” he uttered,
jabbing his spade into the dirt. The
wooden blade made a quiet thump as it
penetrated the earth. As Alfred began to
dig, Phin trembled, suddenly unsure if
he could do this. He regretted bringing
his daughter.

The church porter waited at the
iron churchyard gate, his ancient voice
cracking. “Hello Jack.”

Rosie ended his indecision by
sticking her shovel into the grave.
Untroubled, she cast the dirt into the pile
next to Jack. Phin sighed and went to
work.

Jack dropped coins into his
outstretched hands. The hunched porter
dropped them in a coat pocket, then

The earth was easy to turn after
being so recently disturbed, but staying
quiet was difficult. Phin’s lungs,
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already aching from a cold, burned. He
suppressed the urge to cough. Instead,
he tried to drink the mucous from his
sinuses before it entered his lungs.
Rosie also suffered and wheezed as she
dug. Once she coughed into her hand,
eliciting a glare and a growled “shut it”
from Jack.
At four feet down, Jack told them to
dig carefully. Their pace slowed and the
pain in Phin’s lungs eased. At last Phin’s
shovel hit something solid. The four
then found the outlines of the body and
shoveled dirt around it until the filthy
winding sheet was exposed in the moon’s
rays.
“Tie her up,” said Jack, tossing
a length of rope at Phin’s feet. Phin
hesitated, but Rosie took the rope
and tied it around the corpse’s torso,
Alfred securing the feet. They pulled
themselves out of the grave, hauled on
the rope and soon the body rested in the
grass by the headstone.
Jack drew out a pair of scissors
and cut the winding sheet open, tossing
it into the grave. She was in her fifties
with grey hair, pale skin and bulging
eyes, wearing a black dress. Jack pulled
a silver ring from her stiff left hand and
cast it into the grave as well. In response
to alarmed looks from Phin and Rosie,
he said, “It’s illegal to steal items from a
grave, but not the body. Just in case we
meet the peelers.” He yanked a string of
pearls from her neck.
Jack busied himself finding errant
pearls. Phin saw Rosie casually reach
to the grass and pluck a bracelet that
had fallen from the woman’s right arm.
She stuck it down the front of her dress.
Alfred must have seen as well, for he

smirked at them, but said nothing. Jack
ordered them back to work.
As the others filled the grave, Jack
scissored the woman’s clothing open,
exposing her wrinkled, white flesh. Soon
she was completely naked. Naked and
pitiable. Phin knew that soon she would
wake, that soon she would be dressed
in black again, toiling in the home of
some wealthy American in Richmond,
Savannah or Atlanta. The scraps of her
clothing were dropped into the hole and
buried.
When the grave was nearly filled,
Alfred nudged Phin. He looked up from
his digging and saw they were not alone.
A dark shape moved in the moonlight
from behind a tree to the shelter of a
large cross. He heard a whisper.
Jack heard it too. He took his
feet and listened. The graveyard was
silent, but obviously not empty. The
silence that men make when they tense
their limbs and breathe through their
mouths makes a quiet Phin knew well.
Resurrecting was risky business if
armed relatives were watching the grave.
Phin turned to Rosie to tell her to hide,
but she had already vanished. Good girl.
“Who’s there?” whispered Jack.
Silence. “I said, who’s there?”
“None of your business,” came a
whispered answer.
“Well clear off,” said Jack, grabbing
one of the spades.
Another moment of silence, then
another whisper. Five shadows left the
cover of trees and graves and began to
converge on Jack’s resurrecting party.
“Shit,” said Jack under his breath.
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The men carried their own spades.
“Hello Jack,” said one of the men,
still indistinct in darkness.
“I don’t like folk what knows my
name and I not theirs. Piss off, whoever
you are,” said Jack.
“The lady’s ours,” said the other.
“We watched her buried. We saw her
first.”
“I watched her buried too. I didn’t
see no bloody name carved into her. We
got here first, so she’s ours.”
The other four figures fanned
around the grave, surrounding them.
Phin and Alfred turned with them,
protecting the flanks. “Not how it works,
chum. You and your crew can take a
stroll, if you don’t mind. The evening’s
lovely for a walk.”
After a tense moment with heavy
breaths fogging in the moonlight, Jack
moved. He swung with his spade at the
leader, cracking him over the back with a
blow so hard the blade snapped off. The
man grunted and retreated. Jack waved
the spade haft at one of the shadows
that menaced little Alfred.

Phin’s knee jabbed the man’s
stomach. The assailant dropped the dirk
and knelt over him, gasping. A moment
passed, long enough for Phin to breathe
and pull himself backward. The runt
recovered, grabbed the dirk, and with a
quick upward swing, sliced into the back
of Phin’s knee. The pain paralyzed him.
Quick as a mouse, the runt clambered
on Phin’s pelvis and switched grips for a
downward stab.
Experience slowed, and Phin
found himself unable to move. In those
sluggish, painful moments he saw that
the dirk would drop into his heart and
that he couldn’t move fast enough to
prevent it. As his body involuntarily
cringed, he wondered how Rosie would
survive without him. He wished he had
this last moment to impart some final
wisdom.
The dirk dropped, but not into his
heart. It fell to the runt’s side. The man
stared at the moon, gulping air, eyes
desperately wide. Rosie loomed behind
him.

“Well come on, if you’re going to,”
said Phin, still keeping his voice quiet.

The runt clambered over Phin,
gouging him in the side with a dirty
boot. He took three stumbling steps into
the melee between Alfred, Jack and his
comrades, thrusting them aside, then
collapsed with his face in the grass. He
lay still with Rosie’s rusty kitchen knife
protruding through his shirt, lodged in
his kidney.

The shorter and more vicious one
charged. He compensated for Phin’s
reach with quickness. A long naval dirk
in one hand, he toppled Phin backward.
The two rolled over and over on wet grave
earth, reaching for the dirk and throwing
punches.

The fighting halted as the
resurrection men stared at the body. A
voice from the darkness gasped, “Oh
shit! She’s snuffed him!” At once, the
strangers dashed into the darkness,
dropping spades and toppling crosses as
they went.

Phin was a big man, and this was
perhaps why the two men facing him
did not attack. They stayed at spade’s
length, circling.
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“Ha! Look at them run!” exclaimed
Alfred.

wound, but Phin could see she was
smiling.

Jack thrust a hand over Alfred’s
mouth, shushing him, regarding the
dark vicarage. Phin rose to his knees
as the company panted and watched for
any light within. A minute passed and
nothing stirred.

“Right, let’s get this mess cleaned
up,” commanded Jack. “Get them loaded
on the cart, find all the spades, set all
the crosses right. No-one can know we
was here.”

All sighed in relief and dropped to
the ground. Phin became conscious
of the pain below his knee again, and
he winced, feeling the edges of the cut.
Rosie tore a strip of fabric from the
bottom of her dress with the runt’s knife.
She examined his wound and bound it.
Jack leaned on the broken spade.
“Well done, my little miss,” he whispered.
“Looks like we got two for sale tonight,
thanks to you.”
Rosie continued to bind the knife

As the second corpse was carried to
the cart, Phin noticed the cold stickiness
on the back of his calf had become a
sloshing in his shoe.
***
Little Alfred chattered irritatingly
about his combat prowess as Phin and
Rosie rested on the steps by the docks,
waiting for Jack to emerge from the
Thames warehouse in which he had
disappeared. The boy’s voice echoed off
the tall stone buildings that loomed over
them. Already he was exaggerating the
numbers of men who had assailed them.
Phin’s leg was cold and aching, but he
knew he must wait. He kept pressure
on the dressing, blood-soaked though it
was.
Light peeped from the warehouse
door and Jack slipped out. He scurried
toward them. Without looking, he
pressed a coin into Phin’s hand. A
pound glittered dully in the gaslight.
“And a little something extra for the
lady,” said Jack. Phin heard the tinkle
of many coins. Rosie excitedly crowded
Phin, revealing another pound coin and
ten shillings in her hands. Two and a
half pounds for one night of work. It was
more than Phin and Rosie had seen in
their lives.
Jack mounted the cart. “Be at the
Horn and Shield at nine tomorrow. If
I have work you’ll see me. Need a ride
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somewhere?”

Carolina drawl. “Say, seven pounds.”

“No, we’ll stay here tonight, I think,”
said Phin.

Phin relaxed on the metal table.
His whole life he never imagined he
was worth seven pounds. He stared at
Rosie hunched in a wooden chair, her
hair concealing her face. Nearby, tubes
drained fluids from the body of the runt
who had slashed Phin’s artery. Blood
soaked Phin’s trousers and dripped
from the table. Soon, he and the other
two corpses set sail to America under
shrouds.

Alfred climbed next to Jack on the
cart. Jack whipped the reins and the
horses pulled the creaking cart forward.
Alfred turned his head and shouted,
“Good night, Rosie!” as the cart clattered
away.
Phin waited for the cart to crest the
hill before he untied the binding on his
wound. As he feared, blood still flowed
from the cut. The little bastard must
have nicked the artery. The bleeding
would not stop. He felt Rosie’s concerned
hands on his shoulder.
Again, Rosie tore a strip from the
dress and knelt on all fours. She tied
his wound. Before she had finished,
he hugged her close. He held her as
she jerked the dressing uncomfortably
tight. He held her still when she turned
questioning eyes upward.
At last he released her and stood.
His head swam and he stumbled.
Rosie caught his arm. He exhaled and
continued walking. She supported him
as he limped, and kept hold of his arm
as he approached the warehouse door.
He knocked.
He heard footfalls on stairs indoors.
“Who goes?” said a voice with an
American twang.
“Phin Crumb, sir,” he said. “I’m
wondering how much I’m worth.”

He hoped Rosie had heard what the
mortician said, so she knew how much
Jack had been cheating them. For her
sake, he turned to the mortician and
said, “Seven and half.”
“All right,” answered the American.
“Fair enough.”
“Do you want me to, like... do
anything... so’s you can wake me
better?”
“Oh, no,” said the American. “I
ain’t no necromancer, no sir. Just an
embalmer. I transport the bodies to the
Confederacy. Actual waking is done
there. If you want I can... well... open up
the artery and speed you along.”
“No no, not necessary doc,” said
Phin, fighting for consciousness. “Can
I just... be with my daughter for the last
few moments?”
“Well sure,” he replied. “I’ll be back
down in say... fifteen minutes?”
“Fine, fine,” said Phin.

***
“Big fellah like you could get a nice
price in one of them shipyards, maybe
wearing rebel grey on the border in
Kansas,” said the American in his South
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The mortician ascended the
basement stairs and slammed a metal
door. Rosie left her chair and stood over
Phin. He reached for her hand and she
took it. She did not weep. It was never

her way.
He lay like that for a long time.
Here was his moment for imparting
wisdom and he wasn’t sure what to say.
His mind traced pathways but nothing
seemed right. He suddenly became
aware that abstract thoughts were
leading to blackness.
He woke himself, fishing into his
coat pocket for the earned money. He
cupped his hands over hers, placing the
money in them.
“Take this and the rest,” he said.
“Rent one of those places on High Street
we talked about, little one. Keep helping
Jack and eat well for me. Stay out of the
cold.”
He stared into the lantern above
him. “Don’t think of this... of me toiling
in America. This flesh ain’t me... It’s not
me...” The last words seemed to come
from somewhere else.
As he slipped away he heard his
daughter say, “Thank you, papa.”
***
In a lantern-lit basement in Norfolk,
Virginia, four acolytes of the Initiates
of Anubis wearing filthy aprons entered
an icehouse room stacked with coffins.
They lounged on a coffin while one
packed a pipe. They reclined, smoked
and chatted. The tobacco burnt, they
stretched and bent over their seat. As
they lifted the coffin they groaned.
“Damn, big fellah,” said one. “All
right, heave.” They hauled the coffin
to their shoulders and shuffled down
a concrete hallway and up a flight of
stairs.
The necromancer waited for them in

the waking room, but said nothing about
their delay. They set the coffin on the
hardwood floor next to the examination
table, panted and wiped their foreheads
with their black neckerchiefs.
“Go on, open it,” prodded the
irritated necromancer.
The acolytes retrieved pry bars from
a nearby table and hunched over the
coffin. Then, as one, they stood erect
and stared.
“What is it?” asked the
necromancer.
“The lid’s loose, Mr. Barrington.
There’s nails missing,” said one.
“Well get it open, then,” said the
necromancer.
The acolytes pried the lid open, then
stood back, studying the contents.
“Well, Goddamn,” said Barrington.
“Can we use him?” asked one of the
acolytes.
“No,” replied the necromancer.
“Whoever did this mutilated the frontal
lobe. We’ll have to tell our people
in London to hire more warehouse
watchmen.”
The acolytes nodded, staring into
the coffin.
“Well, get him out of here,” said
Barrington, dismissing them.
The coffin was nailed shut and
removed. Thus the body of Phin
Crumb began its final voyage: to the
chapterhouse crematorium. Before his
corpse was stuffed in the flames, a rusty
kitchen knife was plucked from his right
eye by the attending acolyte.
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boat down a stream heading through
the thick undergrowth, the colourful
butterflies and beetles buzzing happily
around us. Something bit my neck and
I slapped it, cursing loudly.

It was still early in the day,
but already the heat had risen to
uncomfortable levels, the sun’s rays
finding their way through the rubbery
leaves to scorch my back, soaking it
with sweat. I breathed deeply, taking
the last easy breaths I could before the
humidity stole them from me.

John continued to smile. “Do you
remember the night before I had my
vision?”

The Dead Factory

John sat at the front of our tiny
boat, slouched across the bow with
his arms resting on each side, a map
hanging from one hand. “I want to
tell you a story,” he said. “Whether
you believe it or not is up to you.” He
scanned the river ahead from under
his white fedora, looking as if he was
an intrepid explorer travelling through
uncharted territory, which is exactly
what he thought he was.
“I don’t want to hear a story.”
“Oh, come on, you’ll like it. It’s
about the factory.” He gave me a smile
that made him look like a mental
patient undergoing treatment, and his
eyes shimmered with the reflection of
the muddy water beneath us.
“Ah yes, the dream factory.”
“The dead factory, and it wasn’t
a dream, it was a vision. Turn left,
down there.” He pointed, and I pulled
the motor toward me, turning the
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“Stop making out like this was
some kind of spiritual journey, you
were ill from all the weird local shit
you eat; you had a fever for, like, six
days afterwards. Why are we going to
this ‘dead factory’ anyway?”

“Your fever, and no I don’t. I
remember going to Sofia’s party, some
tequila, and then I woke up on the
beach the next day. Why?”
“Well, after you wandered off, I
took some acid and found myself alone
in Sofia’s bedroom. There was this
little wooden figure on her bookshelf
made out of twigs and dead leaves,
all twisted together. As I looked at
the figure, it looked back at me from
one knothole eye in the middle of its
head, and I swear to you I could feel it
reading my thoughts.”
“Really. And this had nothing to
do with the drink and drugs?”
“Whether it was real or not doesn’t
matter. At the time I believed it, and
not only was it reading my thoughts, it
was influencing them, trying to make
me do... something, I don’t know what
because I grabbed it and smashed it on
the floor.”

“Holy shit, that was you?”
“Yeah, I guess Sofia wasn’t too
pleased. But the thing is, even though
I’d smashed it, I could still feel it in my
head, and then I saw something that
had fallen out. A large seed beating
like a heart, with thin trails of roots,
like veins, sticking out of the top and
bottom, leaking small blobs of sap on
every beat.
“I’ve taken plenty of acid before,
but this felt different, scarier. Probably
just a bad trip, but I did the only thing
that seemed sensible at the time. I
picked up the heart and ate it, chewing
the whole thing into a pulp before
swallowing it down. It was the only
way to get it out of my head.”
“You ate what you thought was you’re an idiot, John, you nearly died.”
“True, but it’s done now. Anyway,
that’s how my vision came about. You
need to head up that way.”
The stream ran back into another,
larger river, the overhanging branches
no longer shading us as the sun rose
higher into the sky, beating down
onto my back and neck. My breathing
became laboured, and I could think
of nothing but the sweat that soaked
my back, dripping down between my
buttocks to make a small puddle on
the plank of wood beneath me. “So
you’re going to tell me this figure had
been made in the factory, yeah? We’re
off to visit a factory for cheap tourist
crap?”

toys, it made all kinds of things.”
“Hang on. Toys, furniture and
drugs?”
“Yeah, drugs were the main
product, but it also started branching
out into more commercial avenues.
It’d begun to get pretty successful
too, until an accident shut it down.
Anyway, back in the 1950s-”
“Wait, that wasn’t the story?” I
took a sip of water, surprised to find
the bottle was empty. One down, three
to go. John watched me, eyebrows
raised, until I motioned for him to
continue.
“Back in the 1950s, there was
a man called Sergei, an illegal
immigrant working in Boston, trying
to support his wife and child. He
was unskilled and not too intelligent,
which led to him being employed by a
somewhat unscrupulous manager of a
meat packing company.
“The work was back breaking,
with Sergei carrying massive slabs
of meat around the refrigerated
warehouse twelve hours a day, seven
days a week. His wage barely covered
the food and rent on the apartment,
which they already shared with three
other families.
“Each night Sergei would return
to his wife and child, too tired to do
anything but collapse onto their single
bed and sleep until his day of labour
began again.”
The river narrowed once more,

“Tourist crap, furniture, drugs,
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and my neck and head fell back into
the merciful, leafy shade. John seemed
unfazed by the heat, although his shirt
was equally soaked.
“Sergei knew he couldn’t go on
like this. His back ached, his arms
bulged oddly and hurt constantly, and
he walked with the stooped posture
of a man twice his age. But, with
no other prospects and the threat of
deportation hanging over him from his
none too pleasant manager if he did
quit, he could see no other options. It
was therefore with some surprise that
Sergei was invited out for a drink by
his unpleasant manager one Friday
evening.
“‘Sergei,’ his unpleasant manager
said, as Sergei struggled to keep
his eyes open. ‘Look at you; you’re
practically dead on your feet. I’ve
noticed your work rate has been
slowing recently, too.’
“‘Sorry, Mr. Larusso,’ Sergei
mumbled. He took a sip of beer, and
his vision swam before him.
“‘I don’t need you to be sorry,
Sergei, I need you to pick up the pace!
But I know you work hard to support
your family; your little girl’s what,
six years old now? It must be hard to
provide her with everything she needs,
let alone everything she wants, hey?’
“‘Yes, Mr. Larusso.’ Sergei stared
into his drink. His tiredness seemed to
have made him even more susceptible
to the alcohol, and his head had
started to spin.
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“‘That’s why I want to help you.
Here, take this.’ The unpleasant
manager had an even more unpleasant
sneer on his face than usual as he
handed Sergei a small paper sachet.
‘Take it,’ he said, as Sergei opened it
up to reveal a large, green pill.
“‘What is it?’ Sergei felt like he
should be worried, but he just couldn’t
seem to care.
“‘It’s called Vantagen, and it will
change your life forever. Do you want
to provide for your family or not?’
Sergei did want to provide for his
family, so he placed the pill on his
tongue and swallowed it, gagging on
the taste of rotten leaves that lingered
at the back of his throat.
“‘That’s the spirit, Sergei. That’s
the spirit.’ The unpleasant manager
slapped him on the back and left, with
Sergei following shortly after.”
John lifted his hat to wipe his
forehead, and I noticed that his hair,
slicked back with sweat, was thin and
lank, noticeably more so than just a
couple of weeks ago. His arms looked
thin too, the slender forearm now
punctuated by the elbow bone above it.
John continued his story.
“That night, Sergei walked the
few blocks back to his flat, ready to
collapse onto bed, but by the time he
got home he found that he wasn’t tired
at all. In fact, he felt more alert, more
energetic than he had in years.
“The time was late, and Sergei’s
wife was already asleep, but she’d

left him some okroshka, which he ate
while he watched her and Lena, their
daughter, sleeping. Eventually, still
feeling full of life, Sergei went for a
walk in the early hours of the morning,
amazed at the number of people up
and about, either working, drinking, or
both.
“This continued for five days, with
Sergei working his twelve hour shift
without ever getting tired, the aching
in his back and legs all but gone, so
much so that he even worked a few
extra hours of overtime, much to the
pleasure of his unpleasant manager. It
was only on the final, fifth night, after
a staggering sixteen hour shift, that
Sergei went home and promptly fell
asleep on the floor, fully dressed, only
realising what had happened when his
wife woke him the next day for work.”
‘Sergei, what’s happened?’ She
asked. ‘We’ve barely seen you these
past few days, you’ve been working so
hard. And now I find you on the floor.
You look terrible, Sergei.’
“Sergei felt terrible, like his old self
again. Tired and useless, like someone
had pulled a plug from him, emptying
all the vitality, all his spirit, out of his
body. Dragging himself off the floor,
he ate his breakfast in silence, kissed
his wife and child goodbye and went to
work.
“‘Sergei, how are you feeling?’ The
unpleasant manager smiled his usual
unpleasant smile, as Sergei shut the
office door behind him.

“‘I need more pills, Mr. Larusso.’
“‘Of course you do, Sergei.’
“A short conversation later, and
Sergei came out of the office, a box
of Vantagen in his hand and a pill
in his belly. All for the price of two
extra hours of work a day without pay,
a small price considering the extra
ten hours a day he would now gain.
Sergei’s tiredness started to fade, and
he smiled as he got back to work.”
“Is there a point to this story?”
The heat and the insects were
impossible to ignore, my whole body
feeling sticky and itchy.
“Yes, there is a point to this story.”
John sounded irritated himself, or was
it impatience? He’d started to fidget,
his eyes straining to see through
the dense trees around us, as if he
expected something to come crashing
through them any second now. With a
deep breath, he continued.
“A few more days passed, with
Sergei working as many hours as
he could get, when one evening his
colleague, Ivan, took him to one side.
“‘Sergei, what are you doing?’ He
shook him by the shoulders, staring
deep into his eyes. ‘Look at you, you’ve
been working for eight hours straight
now, and you’ve barely broken a sweat.
I’ve seen this before; I just can’t believe
that it’s you!’ Sergei pulled from his
grip, a smile on his lips.
“‘What’s so wrong, Ivan? I’m not
tired anymore, I don’t ache, I can
provide for my family now, so what’s so
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wrong?’ Ivan’s eyes nearly bulged out
of the bags they sat in as he stared at
Sergei.
“‘What’s so wrong?’ He scanned
the warehouse before putting his
face close to Sergei’s, his voice barely
a whisper. ‘That drug is dangerous,
Sergei, I can’t believe you’ve never
heard this. Do you remember Gunnar?’
“‘The German who got deported?’
“‘Yeah, only he didn’t get deported.
I saw him a couple of weeks after
he left, still in Boston. I only caught
a glimpse of him, but there was
something definitely wrong. He was
wearing that long leather coat he
had, if you remember, but it was all...
lumpy, like his clothes were bunched
up underneath, and his face.’ Ivan
looked away. ‘It was the wrong colour,
Sergei, and there were these things
under his skin. Things like black
slugs, pushing at it, as if they would
burst free at any moment.’ Ivan looked
back toward Sergei.
“‘No one saw Gunnar again after
that, but I heard stories. Stories about
how he had developed some kind of
disease, that his own wife and children
could no longer look at him without
fear and disgust in their eyes.
“‘This isn’t the only story.
Everyone who takes that drug ends up
disappearing sooner or later. Larusso
will tell you they’ve been deported,
moved away, whatever, they just
disappear, and their families never say
a word.’
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“Sergei pushed Ivan away, anger
rising within him. ‘Ivan, how can you
believe such tales? It’s superstition;
you know what the people here are
like. Don’t pester me with these
ridiculous stories again.’ Sergei strode
past Ivan to continue his work as
Ivan’s words followed behind him.
“‘Just be careful, Sergei. For your
wife and child, be careful.’”
Something rustled in the leaves to
my left, and a bird cawed. The sound
was deep, almost guttural, and I had a
hard time imagining anything smaller
than a vulture being able to make a
noise like that. I turned back to John,
but I don’t think his eyes had wavered
from mine. He resumed his story.
“Sergei continued taking the
Vantagen pills, but as the days went
on he found himself staring into the
mirror, studying his face for any
changes, although every morning he
looked the same.
“Four months on, and Sergei was
once again staring at his face in the
mirror, having long since memorised
every line and contour, when a letter
was shoved under the front door.
Picking it up, he tore open the soft,
pulpy envelope, the faint smell of
vegetation, not unlike the taste of
the Vantagen pills, drifting into his
nostrils.
“Dear Mr Petrov, the letter inside
began. Thank you for continuing to
enjoy the advantages offered to you
through Vantagen. We are pleased to

announce that a position has become
available at our production factory.
A car will be sent to your apartment
at 6 a.m. tomorrow. Please pack an
overnight bag and say goodbye to your
family, as you will not be returning. Do
not worry, your wife and child will be
visited by a Vantco representative who
will explain the situation and allay any
fears they may have. Know that by
taking this position within our company
you will be providing for your family
in a way that you could never have
previously managed, or even hoped.
We look forward to seeing you shortly.
Yours sincerely, A. Alejandra Vargas.
“Sergei stared at the letter in
confusion until his wife’s voice caused
him to start. ‘Sergei? What is it?’
“‘Nothing’, he said a little too
quickly, shoving the letter into his
back pocket. ‘I’ve got to go to work,
I’ll see you tonight’. He kissed his wife
goodbye and headed out the door.
“The next day at promptly six in
the morning, a black sedan pulled
up on the street outside Sergei’s
apartment, the rear door swinging
open to block the pavement. Sergei
studied the car, its windows tainted
black, the interior of the door a deep,
unsettling green. No one got out, and
there was no movement inside, as far
as he could tell. This continued for
exactly ten minutes before a gloved
hand pulled the door shut, and the
black sedan edged away from the curb,
disappearing down the street.

“The car returned again the
following day, waited for exactly ten
minutes, its open door blocking the
pavement before the gloved hand
pulled it shut, and the car drove away.
Sergei absently scratched his hand as
he tried to decide what to do.
“It was nearing the end of his
shift when Sergei finally decided,
having come up with no other options,
to show the letter to his unpleasant
manager. He’d been watching Sergei
from his office while talking to
somebody hidden within earlier.
There was no doubt in Sergei’s mind
they were talking about him, and he
suspected the unpleasant manager
knew more about what was happening
to him than he did. Swallowing his
trepidation, Sergei knocked on the
office door and opened it.
“‘Mr. Larusso, sir, could I speak
with you please?’ The unpleasant
manager motioned him inside, the
look on his face as solemn as a funeral
directors. Sergei stood before the desk,
holding the letter out in front of him. ‘I
received this two days ago, and I was
wondering...’
“The unpleasant manager didn’t
even glance at the letter, he just held
up his hand to silence Sergei.
“‘So why are you still here?’
“‘Sir? But surely this can’t be
serious? I mean, I have a family, what
am I supposed to do?’ The letter began
to tremble in his hand.
“‘Sergei, you no longer work for
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me, so I suggest you go home, fuck
your wife or whatever you want to
do, then get in that car. You’re not
the first, and you won’t be the last.
You think I chose to work here? Four
years ago, I was a surgeon. Can you
believe that? A fucking surgeon. But
there’s no use for doctors in the Vantco
corporation, so here I am. When you
took those pills, you entered into
a contract. Like it or not they own
you now, and believe me, you will be
working for them sooner or later, and
I strongly suggest you make it sooner.
Who knows, they may even help
you with that itch.’ The unpleasant
manager nodded toward the hand
Sergei had been scratching. The flesh
had been picked open between his
thumb and forefinger, the layers of
skin loose and exposed as a clear
substance glistened in the blood free
hole. Sergei touched it gingerly, the
substance sticking to his fingertip,
letting off a faint smell of tree bark.
“‘Get in that car, Sergei, for
yourself, for your wife, and for your
child.’ The unpleasant manager turned
his attention to a pile of papers on his
desk, their meeting over.
“A week went by, the black
sedan turning up every morning at
exactly six and leaving at exactly
ten past. Sergei found another job at
another warehouse, his open sore now
exposing a good length of bone from
his wrist to halfway up his forearm,
hidden by a length of thick bandage.
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wrapped it, and every evening the
bandage was soaked with that thick,
translucent substance which gave off
such a strong scent of autumn. He was
getting desperate, but they still had
no money, and he was too scared to
see any doctors. What could he do? He
couldn’t leave his family, but how long
could he let his skin open up, leaking
that horrible, sticky pus? So he did
nothing, hoped that it would all resolve
itself, even as knowing that it wouldn’t.
“The following day, Sergei was
wrapping the thick bandages round
his arm, up to his elbow now, when
Lena pulled open the bathroom door
he had neglected to lock. ‘Daddy, I-’
She stopped, staring at Sergei’s arm, a
look of fear on her face.
“‘Lena, it’s okay.’ Sergei quickly
finished wrapping his arm and stepped
toward his daughter, who backed away,
turning her head. Ivan’s words came
back into Sergei’s mind. His own wife
and children could no longer look at
him without fear and disgust in their
eyes.
“‘Oh my poor Lena, it’s okay, it’s
okay.’ Sergei grabbed his daughter and
hugged her, long and hard, and then
went into the bedroom, kissing his
sleeping wife lightly on the forehead.
She opened her eyes and smiled. ‘My
dear Valya, please forgive me.’
“‘What?’
“‘I have to go to work, now.
Goodbye.’ He kissed her on the lips,
picked up his coat, kissed his daughter

goodbye, and got into the waiting car
outside.”
John stopped speaking, and I
noticed a creaking, like dry branches
being bent, had developed in the
foliage. The jungle had changed
around us in both form and density,
the trees and plants now packed
tightly together, reaching out above
us like the teeth of an immense open
mouth, the river its tongue. Back and
forth, the swollen leaves swayed on
black branches, the horrible creaking
sound floating across the river with
every movement. A palm leaf dropped
in front of us, bloated and disfigured,
its colour a deep red with thin black
veins patterning it. Red sap seeped out
of the stem, staining the water around
it.
Fear prickled the sweat on my
back and I shivered. “That’s a nice
story, but what’s it got to do with us?”
“Well, the point I was trying to
make is that once the factory gets
inside you, it owns you, and nothing
you can do will stop it from taking you.
Do you want to know what happened
to the factory?”
“No! You’re freaking me out, John,
you sound like you believe all this
bullshit.”
“There was a fire. I don’t know
how it started, whether it was
accidental or not, but the factory
was all wood, vines and leaves. The
fire decimated it, gutting the whole
building from top to bottom, and guess

what? Not one worker got out alive.
One hundred and seventy-six people
burned to death inside. Even then, the
factory wouldn’t let them go. Stop the
boat, we’re here.”
The motor puttered out, drifting
our boat into the riverbank, and I
stared at the wide path before us.
John jumped out, the crunch of twigs
and leaves under his boots sounding
unnaturally loud against the creak of
the trees. I hesitated to step onto that
unnatural, black soil path, but John
motioned me forward, and I found
myself climbing out of the boat.
We continued in silence, both of
us listening to that creak, my head
darting left and right as leaves and
branches twitched and shifted on my
peripheral vision. The air was thick
with moisture and heat, draining my
energy, as the soil sucked at my shoes,
trying to drag me down below its
surface.
The path narrowed to just a
couple of feet, and I pulled my arms
around me, not wanting to let those
awful trees touch my flesh Suddenly
we were back in the open, the sun
hitting me with a fresh wave of heat
as we faced what had to be the dead
factory.
The land it stood on was certainly
dead, as if a large portion of the jungle
had been razed to the ground, but
the factory itself still stood, a massive
windowless creation that stretched
three stories high. The walls were
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covered in a thick fungus with fat
red vines twisting in and out of the
black brickwork, wrapping themselves
around the trees which stood like
pillars at various points in the
structure.
“I thought you said it was burned
to the ground.”
“It was. And now it’s regrown.”
John made his way toward an obscure
depression I assumed was the way
in. As he moved forward, the left side
of that entrance began to take an
obscene form to my eyes. First, it was
just an arm, reaching out with broken
fingers made of leaves and twine. Then
a body formed from the greenish-black
moss attached to that arm, before a
head emerged, bowed under the weight
of the vegetation hanging from it.
I refused to believe that John
had seen this dreadful building in his
fever, but I could think of no other
explanation, and standing there,
gazing upon the hideous human effigy
beckoning us toward its entrance, I felt
only a terrible trepidation at what was
to become of us should we step inside.
“John, wait!” I ran forward and
grabbed his arm, pulling him to a
halt. He disentangled himself from my
clasping hand.
“David, I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have
brought you here.” he stepped away
from me and started to unbutton his
shirt. “This is something I’m supposed
to do alone, but I thought... I don’t
know. I was just scared, I guess.” He
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let his shirt hang open, and I gasped
at the network of thick black veins
patterning his stomach. The skin was
broken at irregular intervals by what
looked like small black bulbs, and
the veins seemed to shift under his
skin, bulging out of his flesh before
retreating back into his body.
“John, what the hell’s wrong with
you? We need to get you to a hospital,
now!” He sighed as he backed away
from me toward the building.
“A hospital wouldn’t do any
good; it’s too late now anyway. I’m
here to bring this old factory back to
life, although what that entails...” he
shrugged his shoulders and smiled
sadly. “Bye, David.”
Maybe I should have stopped him,
dragged him back to the boat, but I
didn’t. I watched him enter the factory,
the vines on the building beginning to
stretch, as if waking from a long sleep.
A sound like rending earth built in
strength around me, and I turned and
ran back through the swaying jungle,
back to the small motorboat, and away
from the dead factory slowly coming
back to life.

13
By Craig Wallwork ©2012

The wind was a choir singing
through the open window, its haunting
song befitting the arena it had arrived
within. Nailed to the drywall was
a small plastic Christ conceived in
Taiwan. The crucifix upon which they
nailed Him had its services employed
to stir a tumbler filled with rancid tap
water and Wild Turkey. On the floor
lay a hammer used to fix a zinc-plated
hook to the ceiling. Scrawled into
the handle were the words, Without
prayer, God is just an handyman. And
the choir kept singing, their breath
frosty. Even Jeremiah’s wedding ring
had slipped from its place, exposing
the band of pallid skin on his finger,
a suggestion that the warmer seasons
were never a good time to buy such
jewelry. And as Jeremiah pulled one
end of the rope through the pulley
causing the other end to tighten
around the trigger of a shotgun, it was
not the cold or even death that worried
him. His concerns were that if the
buckshot did not rip out his stomach
and cause internal hemorrhaging,
his evening would be spent stitching
his intestines back, and worst of all,
reflecting on another way to end his
life.
The days when Jeremiah had
the warmth of his wife’s body next

to him in bed, and the weight of
history resting upon his chest, he
had been a man with foresight. His
father, William Turnpike, passed on
the previous winter due to congestive
heart failure. During his eulogy, Ted
Mackenzie, an old friend of William,
said, “Bill loved to chew the fat, and it
seems it was a turn of phrase he had
taken literally in life.” Of William’s
lamenting widow, we know the pocket
handkerchief in her hand was never
dry. If it was not tears that wet the
cloth, it was sweat, for she was a
woman bound most days to her chair
by indolence and 402 pounds of flesh.
She complained incessantly, blaming
her immobility and weight on a heart
murmur, and it was said that when
they lowered William Turnpike in
the ground, that murmur found its
voice and cried out to all the stoic
faces standing over that hole that she
was now alone and penniless. With
a history of bad hearts, Jeremiah
submitted an application for life
insurance. At that time he believed his
end would have been the consequence
of those poor genes, and this he
imagined in great detail: it would be
dawn, and he would awaken before
Theresa, his wife. Four eggs would be
spitting in the frying pan, and while
its sound would give the impression
of rain to the dozing Theresa, it would
be a beautiful morning. An inspiring
sun corroding a few strewn clouds, he
imagined. Coffee simmering, bread
toasting. He would narrate to his
wife when a somber mood struck him,
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“The toast will smoulder, the eggs will
harden, and the coffee will stew. You’ll
find me, my sweetheart, upon my
back, silent and blue.” Theresa never
bought eggs after that, and always
made an excuse to be the first one out
of bed.
Two months before throwing
himself off East Barton Bridge,
Jeremiah and Theresa bought a house
on the outskirts of their hometown.
The house was made of limestone
hollowed out from a local quarry. The
windows mullion, the floor slate. Aptly
named the Hemingway house, it had
soaked in three days of flash floods
during the summer of 2004, and
it was still thirsty. The physicians
that later performed a skin test and
took culture analysis of Theresa’s
sputum and lung fluid, concluded
that contact to the toxigenic mold
spores caused by the damp in the
home had incited the lung infection.
That Jeremiah had not been affected
puzzled many experts, considering
both he and Theresa had spent all
summer cleaning and drying the same
house. The mainstay of treatment for
Theresa was an antifungal drug that,
ironically, had been reported to cause
various cardiovascular complications,
specifically heart failure.
This solution had presented
itself while he sat upon a pew,
hands clenched piously, questions
of reason and purpose mauling the
chilly ambiance of an empty church.
Jeremiah had asked for answers
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and received God’s muted guidance.
From his hands he withdrew to see
Christ elevated, suspended from the
rafters, like the victim of some Jewish
fraternity induction. Light leaked
across the aisle like oil floating on
water. God’s breath was wine and
bread, incense and candles, and
against the chill of the room, it was
warm and pleasant. John the Baptist
standing in the river Jordan; the
chalice and the snake; pigs falling
from a cliff after Jesus cast out a
demon; the first Eucharist; the Good
Friday and Resurrection windows, they
were all God’s cryptograms forged in
stained glass. Blessed are the Dead.
Jeremiah took to a small staircase
behind the sacrament table, ascended
the steps that curved the walls of the
spire and reached the belfry. The bell
slept quietly and did not stir as his
shoes urged a rasp from the wooden
boards. A fat rope hung from the
gallows of a rusted wheel, its length
diminishing down a trapdoor below
the bell. And it was this aperture
Jeremiah descended from, his head
striking the cast metal rim as he
jumped, waking the bell from its
slumber with such a start its clapper
sound forth an ill-tempered peal. The
collision of body and land fashioned
a temporary Heaven from a plume
of dust that enveloped his twisted
body. He heard three large snaps
within his head, a fourth from beneath
him. Gravity had amplified. Innards
were pushed through his spine as if
plunging to a destination far below

where he lay. Jeremiah awoke to the
revelation that his bones were intact,
and instead the floorboards beneath
him had cracked and splintered. Save
for a large laceration above his right
eyebrow, and a sliver of skin that had
been ripped off his cheek during the
fall, there was no lasting damage, and
worst of all, no dearth of breath.
By the time Theresa had a balloon
inflated into the coronary arteries,
Jeremiah had stepped in front of
a truck, driven his car into a wall,
been electrocuted five times, stabbed
himself in a dark alley, tried freezing
to death, severed main arteries,
starved, been poisoned, got into fights,
and while drunk, tried to go out like
Janice Joplin. He had become quite
proficient in masking his injuries.
Polyfiller mixed with foundation cream
did wonders for plugging fissures on
his face. Superglue bonded together
opposite ends of a wound, or deep
laceration, and for a man who never
took to darning his own socks, his
torso had become a perfect patchwork
quilt of skin abrasion and scar tissue.
All acts performed were never rushed.
Notwithstanding his first foray at the
Belfry, he planned each so that he
appeared the victim of an accident,
or cruel prank. He assured that the
people he incited violence within were
drunks with little moral fiber. The
bars he frequented were renowned
shit-holes filled with drug dealers
and social misfits, and from under a
stained table he would lace his drink
with rat poison or chemical agents

used to clean the bar’s pipes.
At night his face would be
suffused in shadow and the flicking
light of his laptop, and with fingers
bound by splints, he would type into
the search engines, Heart Transplants.
Jeremiah limped everywhere.
People would glance at his face and
assume he had body dysmorphia. On
a balmy day, the polyfiller would crack,
and from the fracture a chemical sweat
would leak. The cavities of lost flesh
became more prominent in the light,
his skin a harsh landscape. Blood
clotting, the result of the destruction
sustained from fighting and falling,
fashioned cauliflower protrusions
above his eyes, along his cheek
and ears. Hunger had sluiced his
weight so bones pressed against the
pale cloak of knitted skin. To see
him was to cast eyes upon a person
who had absorbed all the cruelty
expelled by man, and had somehow
survived. The more he saw the less
he recognized. The doctor’s concerns
shifted from the bed of the wife to the
face of the husband. Jeremiah would
slur responses and dismiss questions
with a wave of hand, one bandaged
and sullied. He quailed within their
company and pulled the shadows from
walls to hide his disfigurements from
Theresa’s eyes. When she slept he
slept and at times would awake in the
night, misery turning the axis of his
fight; “Within you my love will be.”
The instructions to the Courier
Company were clear: the cool
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box would be on the porch of 23
Hemingway house at exactly 12 p.m.
The address and contact details of
the recipient would be taped to the
lid. Under no circumstances should
the box be opened. The hall had
been cleaned, stripped and plastic
sheets fixed to the walls, ceiling and
floor. The backdoor had been kicked
in. Providone iodine turned his chest
pumpkin orange, the sound of the
grinder catching its speed retiring any
other colour from his skin. Sterile
clamps were within reach, the boiled
scalpel glinting in the metal tray like
a trout bathing in the sunlight. The
laptop remained paused on an image
of perfect skin, the sides flanked by
green cloth.
The sound of a car speeding
off, the wheels burning its tread in
the tarmac, this is the comparison
Jeremiah drew as the grinder ripped
through his breastbone. His trembling
hand coated in latex searched for the
clamps, and as he peeled back the
flesh and skin to reveal sallow flesh
and a lavender heart caught in the
midst of a quake, Jeremiah felt the
first flutter of mortality. An exposed
toe searched out the spacebar on the
laptop, kicking into play the surgical
procedure he now mimicked. When
the mysterious skilled hands detached
an artery, Jeremiah followed. Gravity
assisted to clear the blood welling
within the hollow space where his
heart was seated, his stomach
wrapped in a red cummerbund of
inner discharge. The ventricles
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removed. The last main blood vessel
that ran life into his cursed body
twitched with expectancy. Jeremiah
took one final breath and proclaimed
to the sterile room that without the
capacity to hold love, there becomes
no reason to live. The scalpel’s head
sliced through the rubbery life-hose,
oozing a deluge of burgundy across
his waist and to the floor. It collected
in pools that reflected back a crimson
apparition of his right hand, raised,
and within it, a beating heart.
Of the twelve previous attempts to
end his life, number thirteen provided
the most luck, and at 12:32 p.m., much
to the surprise of the cardiovascular
unit at the local hospital, his wife
received the incarnation of Jeremiah’s
love.

Notes From The Lovecraftian Ghetto
By Cody Goodfellow

People are saying the horror
genre is dying again, and the signs
and portents this time have begun
to roll in proving them right. But
they always have and they always
will, both within and without
the writing cohort, for their own
reasons. People who thought they
could make a living at it discover
they can’t, either because of the
criminally low “pro” word rates, the
paltry number of decent markets,
or their own cussed lack of talent
or business acumen. Fans who see
every shift in merchandising at
their local big-box bookstore, and
every vapid paranormal romance
franchise that steals the thunder
of true horror releases, as the
penultimate deathblow to the
genre. Who would’ve thought that

devotees of a genre devoted entirely
to instilling fear would ever become
so fearful?
In a lot of meaningful ways, the
doomsayers may be right, and in a
lot of ways, they always have been.
Horror is a hard thing to share
with someone who doesn’t already
have a predisposition to enjoy it.
That mysterious mix of morbid
curiosity and zeal for overturning
taboos that makes a true horror fan
is almost impossible to formulate.
Simple child abuse won’t do it––
those kids all end up as CSI and
Twilight fans. True horror fans
aren’t a demographic easily grown
by mass media, so even as every
other aspect of culture mushrooms,
it’s easy to feel like we’re still
the same small town spread to
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monofilial thinness over
the western hemisphere,
selling each other the
same made-up bad news
and lamenting the new
hydroelectric New Weird
dam sure to flood us all
out of our hovels.

rationality, stability and
plenty, create unsettling
myths that prick that
sleeping ancestral caveman
inside us, perhaps because
we know we’ll need him
sooner, rather than later,
to wake up.

Because if one
factor has started to
take a bite, it’s exactly
the thing that at first
seemed like horror’s
salvation. Recently, so
much of what makes horror exciting
to the mass public––the magic,
action, otherworldly romance and
dreams of immortal, invincible asskicking––has been skillfully grafted
onto other, safer genres, leaving
true horror the ugly, antisocial
orphan at the genre homecoming, a
vulgar, bipolar monster who won’t
take his meds.
But I’m not here to lament
the passing of horror, or to throw
lifesavers at its bloated corpse.
Horror will get along fine without
my advice––indeed, without your
or my active participation. At its
heart, horror and dark fantasy
are mythmaking, and it stands
to reason that, if we made up
comforting myths about great sky
fathers handcrafting the world
for us to salve our ignorant terror
of everything around us, then
we must, in an age of relative
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No, in the face of all
these doomsayers eager to
help bulldoze the moribund
horror ghetto, I’d like to
offer a brief(ish) tour of a
darker, poorer, freakier
side of town right under their feet;
one so profoundly misunderstood
that, to its benighted inhabitants,
the present dire straits look like a
new Golden Age.
The Cthulhu Mythos is largely
misunderstood in exactly the same
ways that horror is misunderstood
by outsiders, and likewise
wrongfully crucified for its worst
specimens. Few literary icons are
more passionately divisive than
Lovecraft, with many “serious”
students of fantasy still disgusted
by his rise to legitimacy, and some
World Fantasy Award recipients
embarrassed to find their totem
of recognition cast in the likeness
of the eldritch Yankee gent. While
every serious horror reader has
had enough exposure to Lovecraft’s
work to decide whether they love or
hate it, the general consensus on
everything after Lovecraft is “mostly

crap.”
When Lovecraft died and his
works seemed doomed to obscurity,
his young acolytes August Derleth
and Donald Wandrei heroically
established Arkham House as a
shrine to his work, but also as a
missionary project, to build on the
shadowy canon of alien gods and
make the Mythos a living, breathing
artificial mythology, an existential
pulp folklore. But like so many
religions, the visions of the founding
prophets got watered down and
repurposed to suit the little visions
of his acolytes. In flat pastiches and
“dead zone duets” that fleshed out
his mentor’s unfinished outlines,
Derleth systematized the Old Ones
with elemental domains and a
breathtakingly stupid family tree,
draining all the mystery out of the
pantheon. Worse, he placed them
in opposition to a benign cadre of
Elder Gods, who had whipped them
into submission and imprisoned
them, and presumably could do
so again. And Lin Carter fucked
the Mythos up beyond recognition.
Later generations of Lovecraftian
pilgrims have reduced the Great Old
Ones to mere recurring supervillain
punching bags for their larger-thanlife heroes, completely inverting
the dynamic that made this stuff
more than a guilty pleasure in the
first place. Their earnest love for
Lovecraft’s mythos nearly killed it.

After Lovecraft, much of the
bracing existential terror that was
Lovecraft’s greatest triumph, the
inevitability of the Old Ones’ return
and conquest, was washed away,
and the Cthulhu Mythos became
just another set of hoary tropes.
The way was paved for scads of
lame ripoffs with hokey alphabet
soup godlings devouring amateur
scholars who pick the wrong book/
beach resort/screensaver, and
sinister rituals to raise Cthulhu
with virgin sacrifices forever foiled
by intrepid gumshoes and retired
librarians.
This is what has defined the
Mythos for too many readers, for
far too long, but there has always
been a vital undercurrent of
latterday mythmaking that neither
shunned the most extreme vistas of
Lovecraft’s canon, nor plunged too
far and too clumsily into imitating
them. Ramsey Campbell, Thomas
Ligotti, Brian McNaughton and
T.E.D. Klein modified Lovecraft’s
visions, but also amplified them,
because they preserved the
uniquely arresting existential angst
that set the Mythos apart from
everything else.
I have heard Lovecraftian
horror derided as dead-end gravehumping by successful writers
content to blaze new trails with
the further adventures of Batman,
Tarzan, Conan and Sherlock
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Holmes, but Lovecraft’s gift was
not merely a closed book with
room to scribble in the margins. It
was never just his world. He freely
borrowed from the worlds of Lord
Dunsany and Arthur Machen, and
just as freely offered his universe
to any who cared to play in it, and
would no doubt be flabbergasted,
if not universally impressed, at its
robust survival. He would probably
also agree, though, that most of it is
crap.
I have also heard Lovecraft’s
universe dismissed as pointless
and bleak by writers unabashedly
enamored of zombie apocalypses
and torture porn. Lovecraft restored
awe and grandeur to horror, but
Lovecraft’s monsters weren’t his
greatest gift, or the secret of his
resonance. It was a new way of
facing the materialist universe: a
skeptical, yet creative view of the
diminished state of humankind
after Darwin, Einstein and Hitler
destroyed our vision of a divinely
guided, human-sized universe. To
write in the Cthulhu Mythos, you
don’t have to ape Lovecraft’s tropes,
or, as so many unworthy Mythos
writers do, ape his imitators: one
must merely stare into the void
until one’s mind populates it with
monsters, and start writing.
In notes for his Lovecraft
Unbound story, Nick Mamatas
opines that Lovecraftian fiction is
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“mercenary––there’s an audience
eager for it, and a market waiting
for it,” but then observes that the
Mythos purists aren’t ready for his
kind of highbrow Mythos loving.
Loath as I am to disagree with the
meek and defenseless Mr. Mamatas,
his statement betrays either an
outsider’s misapprehension of the
market, or a secret knowledge
of scads of high-paying Mythos
markets he’s hoarding for himself.
Through none of my own
hard work, I live in a really nice
neighborhood in LA. My well-to-do
neighbors (some TV producers, but
mostly pharmacists) all assume I
belong here because I’m a writer
of paperback horror novels. They
think there must be good money in
it, or how else could I live next to
them? But we all know that almost
nobody good enough to write horror
worth reading does it just for the
money. Horror writers are generally
powerless to write anything else,
and wouldn’t write anything else
with half the zeal, the mad, mostly
unrequited love, they put into scary
stories that nobody in their right
mind would want to read. And so it
goes, times a hundred, for those sad
bastards who write Mythos stories.
While there have always been a
handful of shaky Mythos markets
swimming remora-like in the wake
of Arkham House, the scene has
always been a microcosm of the

horror field at large. Amazon’s
communities registry lists about
50,000 self-identified horror fans,
but only about 500 Mythos fans.
Hardly a perfect survey, but a safe
measure of how small a part of the
horror field the Mythos represents.
1% is a bit slight, but 5% would
be way too generous. Aside from
the quite lavish book in which
Mamatas’s quote appeared, I know
of no other major Lovecraftian
anthologies coming out that year,
and only two––Cthulhu’s Reign and
Black Wings––slated for this year
(and I didn’t get into either of them).
But there are always a handful of
semi-pro and for-the-love anthos in
the works, and a bumper crop of
earnestly amateur venues all over
the net, and no end of mad bastards
in a perpetual frenzy to bring this
shit to life [http://www.cthulhulives.
org/toc.html].
Sure, all writing is more or less
mercenary, but unless you’re on
Ellen Datlow’s speed-dial, you’re
probably writing Lovecraftian
stories for next to nothing. Veteran
editor Darrell Schweitzer recently
told me that there “just isn’t enough
original material” for a healthy
presence in the market, so one
has to suppose that those willing
to write cosmic horror purely for
money have, with few exceptions,
not found any money. If you’re doing
it, it’s got to be for the love, and

maybe a couple cans of navy beans.
As few fanatical Mythos writers
as there are, there are even fewer
reliable publishers, and their
output is even shakier than the
field at large. It’s easy to see why
some might misapprehend that
writing horror is a shrewd financial
pursuit, given how well Stephen
King does at it, and what Blair
Witch and Paranormal Activity
raked in. But you’d have to be
batshit insane to think writing
Mythos horror will pay for your
book-buying habit, let alone your
crippling eating, breathing and
breeding addictions.
Some writers may well try their
hand at cosmic horror to crack a
market, but excepting a few rare
geniuses (Mieville, Chabon) who
nuke every concept their pulsating
mega-brains take a momentary
shine to, nobody just waltzes into
the subgenre on a lark and gets
anywhere near the dance floor.
You have to live for this shit just
to get any good at it, and nobody
expects to get rich off it. Whether
it is a youthful dalliance (Lumley
and Campbell), or a guilty pleasure
indulged at one’s kingly leisure,
(King, Straub, Gene Wolfe), or
a genuinely obsessive haunting
(Ligotti, Klein, McNaughton), the
people who write it seem powerless
to stop doing so, regardless of
where or whether it will appear. The
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Mythos ghetto’s inhabitants are
deeply tattooed; their numbers may
grow glacially, if at all, but there
are few subcultures deeper or more
sharply defined. You either love it,
or you rank it a notch above Furries
in the geek pecking order.
My first professional sale was
a game supplement for the Call
Of Cthulhu roleplaying game, and
I’m still waiting for them to pay
me. Gaming writers are a rung
below even the lowest Mythosraping hacks in many purists’
minds, but the game seemed like
the best way to sharpen my skills
as a storyteller, and seeing the
faces of your readers as they react
to your tale is, for writers, what
peeking in on your own funeral
must be, to everyone else. The
Call Of Cthulhu RPG came out a
year after I discovered Lovecraft
at age twelve, and while my peers
thought Lovecraft’s writing “sucked
ass,” I could tie them in knots with
a well-run game, so it became
the best way to share my love of
Lovecraft. It may have cheapened
my understanding of the genre,
but it taught me that, while the
characters must be doomed from
the first spoken or written word, it’s
no crime for the road to ruin to be
an exciting one.
Right now, I have four big
Mythos stories attached to
anthologies, and I have no real
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idea when any of them is coming
out, or what, if anything, they will
pay. But I’m currently writing two
more. While Mythos horror has
been about half of my published
output, including my first two solo
novels, I have made less money from
Cthulhu missionary work than from
every other kind of writing I’ve ever
sold. And left to my own devices, I’d
still write that shit for free.
And because there just isn’t
enough decent Mythos horror to
read, my friend Adam Barnes and
I started Perilous Press, and with
S.T. Joshi as our line editor, we’ve
set out to dig up and commission
Lovecraftian horror for the 21st
century.
I keep coming back to it
because it gets to the fundamental
screws that hold my identity
together. I have always been an
organic atheist, and yet I have
always been infused with the awe,
fear and trembling of a spiritual
seeker by the infinite strangeness,
the abominable cruelty and awful
beauty of the physical universe
and all that lives in it. I write
and publish this stuff because it
fascinates me, and pushes buttons
that other people push when they
talk to or about God, but I am
fully aware that even most horror
audiences are turned off by it. Most
supernatural horror–– with devils
(and thus God) or vampires (and

thus, vampire-slayers)––seems
like comfort food, because the void
holds no particular terror for me. To
feel no comforting Creator’s hand
on one’s shoulder, and to stand,
seemingly alone in the universe,
and yet surrounded, invaded and
overrun by mindless life that seems
to partake of some secret we cannot
comprehend or accept––that’s what
makes a great cosmic horror story.
That, and some tentacles.
But even as the horror field
burns, Lovecraftian fiction is on
the rise, with comics and movies
and more presses small and large
cashing in on, if not paying tribute
to, the trappings, if not the true
spirit, of the Cthulhu Mythos.
Horror seems to thrive in times
when we have it good, but feel we
don’t deserve it, but in times of
trouble, people look for answers,
and Cthulhu has them. Mamatas
is dead right about much of what’s
on offer, these days: so much of the
stuff most visibly touting Lovecraft’s
vision is just looking to cash in on
the next zombie-vampire-werewolf
boom. But I expect they’ll come
away disappointed.
Where Lovecraft’s themes are
stripped from his stuff, the result
quickly becomes cheesy, trivial
tentacle porn, and where it tries
to keep them in a mass media
project (The Mist), it devolves into a
deeply unmarketable bummer. The

lowbrow markets will never be able
to distinguish Cthulhu from Davey
Jones, but the movement to reform
Lovecraftian horror into something
worthy of “serious” readers aims
instead to strip the themes from the
weird, wonderful stuff, and keep the
themes. And it promises to make
much more serious, adult mistakes.
As if to atone for the sins of
the genre’s pulp past, literary
Lovecraftian horror prides itself on
its restraint––tentacles are blurred
out as pornographic juvenilia, crazy
invocations and colorful forbidden
books are all chucked out as clichés
or mocked in postmodernist metajapery. The climactic visions are
too often occluded, the intensity
of the experience diluted, by the
careful eschewing of Lovecraft’s
“vulgar excesses,” to yield a more
mature vision of cosmic horror.
Always, we behold the Other at a
great remove, either through the
narrator’s obsession with a lover or
comrade who vanishes into occult
secrets, or an oblique encounter
with some atavistic pagan rite
masquerading as hard-headed
modernity. The coy withholding of
the ultimate gnosis becomes less
a sign of seriousness, and more a
surfeit of self-consciousness. In an
earnest desire to drag Lovecraftian
horror into the ivory light of literary
respectability, many have gone as
far in their own misadventures as
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the pastiche-mongers who gave the
Cthulhu Mythos such a bad rap in
the first place.
Cosmic horror must offer
an incontrovertible vision of the
wrongness of the universe, not just
a deft flick of a glimpse, and some
narrative histrionics to infer the
awesome, sanity-blasting otherness
of something they can’t be arsed
to actually describe. Where early
pastiches leapt too eagerly into the
void and made it commonplace, the
literary movement seems to have
decided not to try, and so have
surrendered the very heart of the
effect that makes the pursuit worth
it.
Mamatas’s complaint that
the subgenre doesn’t want its
tentacle porn disturbed with new
interpretations also brings to light
another common misconception––
that everything after Lovecraft is
reactionary pastiche, and apes
Lovecraft’s impenetrable style
and hokey techniques. Pastiche
has become a slur, in fact, and
to become more than a fan-fic
peddler, some drastic reinvention
of the Mythos is essential. I don’t
know anyone who hated Move
Underground, but if Mythos purists
fail to embrace this kind of work,
it’s because the author samples the
Mythos in a wry, ironic mashup
with another off-the-shelf flavor of
American popular culture. New,
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daring riffs on the Mythos are
what most jaded Mythos fans want,
but they expect to see it taken
somewhat seriously as a living,
breathing artificial mythology,
not just another cheesy chestnut
sampled by a writer all too hip to its
ironic lameness.
Another smart way to wreck
cosmic horror is to humanize
it. Many authors who loudly
denounce Lovecraft’s racism and
misogyny think they’re setting
the balance right by filling their
stories with human characters and
their motivations, their emotions,
their ethnicity. This is great, but
it misses the point. Anyone who
clobbers Lovecraft for his (appalling)
racism and (debatable) misogyny
really isn’t giving him credit for how
much he hated all of humanity.
In his smashing defensive tract,
HP Lovecraft: Against The World,
Against Life, Houllebecq notes that
the author’s great texts came out
of his catastrophic failure in New
York; as a writer, a husband and
a human being. His raging angst
expressed itself in racist diatribes,
but it uncovered a pattern that
bore out through his treatment
of everything on two legs. While
a generous friend to many men,
Lovecraft set himself as a resolute
enemy of humankind. He was
utterly uninterested in how human
beings work inside, and swept it

wholesale out of his stories. Except
in their capacity to commit or
witness monstrous atrocities on
behalf of unnamable gods, Lovecraft
had no use for humanity. While he
might not have hungered for the
extinction of the human race, he
certainly would have been delighted
to discover he was something
else. This kind of sociopathic
disconnection from the normal
human world is not essential to
writing a good Lovecraftian horror
story, but it really does help.
Among those who humanize
the Mythos without blowing it,
George Browning Spencer is worth
celebrating. No shrewder student of
the human animal ever wrote, yet
his insight manages to remind us
how utterly fucking weird human
beings really are. And many writers
of Lovecraftian horror today do
charge into the unspeakable, and
bring back the goods, without
looking like chumps. Laird Barron
proves that complexity and subtlety
do not absolve the writer from
actually showing us the Thing Too
Hideous To Describe, and where he
does not, he adroitly makes even
the most jaded of us genuinely glad
that he hasn’t. Mark Laidlaw and
Michael Shea instill in the Mythos
a much-needed poetical awe at
the terrible beauty of the other
face of nature, but they’re not too
fastidious to scare the shit out of

you. Where Michael Cisco, Brian
Evenson and Charlie Stross bring
a gritty, modernist mindset to the
Mythos universe, they fit snugly
amid the anachronistic oddities
of Wilum Hopfrog Pugmire, Brian
Stableford and Dan Clore, whose
lovingly antiqued works are like
apocryphal entries cleverly snuck
into the archaeological record.
Rich arguments can be stoked
forever on the merits of any of
these branches of Lovecraft’s
many-tentacled tree, but they are
all thriving right now, and even if
they’re still a freakish undergrowth
overshadowed by a twisted tree
everybody thinks is about to fall
over, yet the gardeners who love and
tend it would give their blood to see
it grow. And they do.
If this is not a Golden Age
for the Cthulhu Mythos, then
it’s still a Gold Rush, with rich
veins of the pure shiny stuff
buried in mountains of ordinary
rocks. Like all horror fans, we are
misunderstood and our motives
are mistrusted, but like all horror
writers and fans, we love it not for
the money(???) or the love of fear
itself, but because in an empty
universe, it somehow seems to love
us back.
And if Cthulhu won’t love you,
who will?
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thought any more about that at all?”
“Yeah, a little.”

Wood & Flesh
By Sunil Sadanand ©2012

“Might it be that this piece of wood
has learned to weep and cry like a
child?”

He nodded slowly, indicating that
she should continue. Gwen had long
ago become accustomed to his not so
subtle innuendoes and the various
techniques he employed to keep his
patients talking. Everything about the
man was irking her today.
“I don’t know,” she said. “I guess
I’m kind of living day to day. I expect
that time will provide me with all of
the answers I need. I think a sense of
closure will have to come naturally. It
can’t be forced, you know?”

--Carlo Collodi, “The Adventures of
Pinocchio”

1.

“How are things with Carlo?” he
asked.
“Okay, not great.”

“How was your week, Gwen?’
He offered her a thin-lipped smile
and ran his left hand unconsciously
over his bald head. Dr. McGregor
started this way every session. How was
your week, Gwen? It was an irritating
gesture of formality, one he insisted
upon going through every time she
stepped in this office. How was my
week? Well, frankly, it wasn’t too good,
Dr. McGregor, how the hell do you think
it was?
“Fine,” she said. She averted her
eyes from his prying gaze and stared at
the still life painting of a bowl of fruit
hanging above his desk. He probably
thought that painting had some sort of
soothing effect on his patients.
“Last week we talked a little bit
about closure,” he said. “Have you

“Still arguing?’
“No, not since before it happened.
Although, I kind of wish we would
argue more. Maybe it would help break
up the tension between us. He’s still
walking on eggshells around me.”
“Have you two talked much about
the—”
“No,” Gwen said, “Only once, after
it happened. But I was all broken up
and I did
most of the talking that night, or at
least I tried to, anyway.
“I don’t know,” she continued. “I
think time will help us both heal. It’s
hard though.”
“Have you been feeling depressed
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lately, Gwen? Have you noticed a loss
of appetite, or found yourself sleeping
most of the day, unable to get out bed?’
She shook her head.
“Or a lack of sleep for that matter?”
he asked.
“Not this week,” she lied. “This
week has been pretty much uneventful.
I haven’t been thinking about it that
much, to tell you the truth.”
He stared at her like he didn’t
believe her.
“Do you still feel nervous when
you go outside?” he asked. “As if you’re
being watched or followed?”
“Sometimes,” she told him. “But I
haven’t been going out much this week.”
“You look a little gaunt,” he said.
“How do you feel physically?”
“Well, that’s one of the things I did
want to talk to you about,” she said.
“I’ve been feeling nauseous lately. Two
days ago I woke up in the middle of the
night and threw up for about twenty
minutes. I had this nasty dream before
that, though I can’t remember any of it
now. When I woke up this morning the
same thing happened. I ran right into
the bathroom and dry heaved for about
ten minutes but nothing came out.”
“And how long has this been going
on?” he asked.
“Just this week,” she said, lying
again.
He scribbled something down on a
piece of paper and handed it to her.

“I want you to see him. He’s a good
doctor. When was the last time you had
a checkup?”
“Two months. The day it
happened.”
“Well, maybe it’s time for another
one.”
“Okay,” she said, slipping the paper
into her purse.
“So are we done for today?” Gwen
asked. “I’d like to cut it short if it’s all
right with you. I’m not feeling too good.”
“Okay, unless there’s something
more you want to tell me?”
“No, not today, like I said, it’s been
a pretty uneventful week.”
He nodded. She handed him a
check.
“All right, Gwen. Take care.”
“Bye. See you next week.”

2.
He was an old man who lived
alone.
He was born in Brooklyn and lived
in a shabby one bedroom apartment
in Bedford Stuyvesant. He had lived
in that run down building for fifty
years. New York can be harsh and
unforgiving, but he had not allowed the
depravity of the outside world to corrupt
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his peaceful nature. He was a devout
Catholic and spoke to God every night
in his little bedroom, sitting on his
knees, hands folded in prayer, staring
at the picture on the wall, sad eyes
brimming with tearful adulation.
He would have married if he could
have, but he never did. He had never
married and he never had a girlfriend.
He was far too shy and timid but that
was not the reason he lived his entire
life alone.
Perhaps it was due to the fickle
nature of a society that places beauty
on a pedestal. Or perhaps it was
because women simply could not find
him attractive. And perhaps both were
true. Sad to say, however, that most
people found the old man to be quite
repulsive.
Folds of skin hung loosely draped
over a small, compact skull. He was
bald aside from two wispy tufts of white
hair plastered to the sides of his head,
and his eyes were an icy blue color
like a tinge of sky poking through the
clouds.
Were it not for the burns that
covered most of his face and body
perhaps there would have been a
woman somewhere who would have
given her love to him. Perhaps, were it
not for the glistening white flesh loosely
draped over his grotesque visage, and
the scars running down the length
of his chest, arms and legs weren’t so
visibly prominent, then the people who
passed him on the street wouldn’t gawk
in wide-eyed fright or purposefully
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avert their gazes in embarrassment,
disgust and pity. Perhaps, but the old
man would never know.
His mother had fallen asleep with
a cigarette in her hand one night and
never awakened. The fire engulfed
her, his father, and his little brother,
and only he had survived. Childhood
was a trip from one orphanage to the
other, an endless series of temporary
caretakers, social workers, and young
hopeful couples who turned away from
the little malformed figure skulking in
the corner, time and time again.
The other children made fun of
him and called him a monster. Those
other orphan kids who lied, stole, and
used swear words—already embittered
by the world that had abandoned
them—gladly turned their rage toward
this twisted little creature who was
worse off than any of them would ever
be.
“No one will ever take you home.”
“You’re disgusting, ew! Look at
your skin—it looks like it’s going to slip
off your face!”
“No one will ever love you.”
That one hurt the most. Because it
was true.
So, he would stay away from them.
He would find other things with which
to occupy his time. He had a horribly
disfigured face. His arms, chest, and
lower body bore scars that would never
heal.
But his hands were beautiful.

They were long, white, and
slender—virtually the only parts of his
body spared from the flames—and with
them, he could create things of sublime
beauty. He could draw, sculpt and play
instruments with prodigious dexterity.
No artistic form was beyond the
capabilities of his magic hands, which
were gifts from God; mediums that
spoke for a beautiful, tormented spirit
entombed in a wall of burnt flesh.
In his life, there was one person
who had shown him kindness. Sister
Marie. Sister Marie had told him not to
listen to them or their misplaced anger.
Sister Marie taught him the Lord’s
Prayer and told him the story of Jesus
and God and the Bible. She said that
he had great talent and that one day
he would create something that would
change the world forever.
When he was eighteen, he found
that he had some insurance money
coming to him from the fire. The first
thing he did was to rent out some office
space in Manhattan and spend his days
creating marvelous toys. Little wooden
puppets with porcelain faces, model
boats and toy soldiers, exquisitely
carved, each done with loving precision
and painstaking detail. And he
didn’t charge much for his wonderful
creations, though each one bore a piece
of his soul, imbued with the love of a
parent for a child.

a respite from his loneliness, and it
almost seemed that the picture of Jesus
straining beneath the weight of the
cross he bore wept for him and him
alone.
One day, a surge of creative energy
hit him. He worked from morning
until late into the night with the doors
to his shop closed, in the little back
room, which served as his workshop,
redolent with the pleasant scents
of turpentine and wood smoke. His
hands toiled feverishly, independently
existing entities possessed of their own
sentience.
When he finished, he was
exhausted. What lay on the table was
something touched by the hand of God.
He was sure of it even as he had worked
on it all day and night—he could feel
God’s divine presence in the room with
him the entire time. His energy had
coursed through the old man’s hands
as he worked non-stop for hour after
hour.
Upon completion, he raised the
wooden boy’s frame up from the table
and gazed into its eyes lovingly. It was a
product of his love and toil and faith in
God, and even before it was finished he
knew it was something special.
But he was not ready for what
happened next, and when it did, he fell
away into a dead faint.
The little wooden boy….

Each night, when he would
close the shop, go to his lonely little
apartment, and fold his remarkable
hands in prayer, he would beg for

It moved.
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3.

“You look gaunt, Gwen.”

Throughout the course of the night
Gwen threw up twice.
Carlo had not awakened either
time and she was thankful for that. In
the morning, she stared at herself in
the bathroom after the second wave of
nausea had passed and didn’t like what
she saw.

Talk about an understatement. She
looked like a corpse.
Black rings had formed beneath
her brown eyes, which were bloodshot
and sunken. Her skin was chalkwhite like the underbelly of a fish. She
had aged ten years in these past two
months, both physically and mentally.
Time was such a relative thing. How it
affected the world and the individual
were separate and unrelated.
When you were consciously
aware of its passing it
dripped by slowly. Turn your
head for one second and it
passed you by.
She stared at the ghoul
in the mirror for a second
longer, shook her head in
disgust and then turned
off the bathroom light.
She headed back into the
bedroom.
The vomiting and
nausea had been going on
for almost six weeks now.
Her period hadn’t come in
more than seven. It was time
for her and Carlo to have a
little talk.
She looked at the alarm
clock on the nightstand.
It was six in the morning.
Carlo would be up in less
than an hour anyway, and
this really couldn’t wait any
longer. She sat down on the
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bed and pushed a curly lock of hair
away from his forehead. The lines in
his face were relaxed and he looked
calm for a change. He always looked
calm when he slept. She watched him
for a little while longer and then gently
pushed at his shoulder.

months, Gwen,” he said. “Not since…”
“I know,” she said. “But it’s the
truth.”
“Have you been to a doctor?”
“No, but I know.”
He looked away.

“Carlo,” she said. “Carlo, wake up.”
He grunted and then his eyes
slowly opened.
“Gwen,” he said. “What time is it?”

“What? Talk to me.”
“What do you want me to say? How
long have you known about this?”
“For a while, maybe a month now.”

“It’s six in the morning.”
He rubbed his eyes, sat up and
looked annoyed for a second. He was
about to say something and then
caught himself. That familiar look of
nervous concern—the one she had
been growing to hate during these past
two months—quickly returned to his
expression.
“Are you all right?” he asked.
Her head dropped.
“Not exactly.”
He took her hand and squeezed.
“Bad dreams?” he asked.
“Carlo, I’m pregnant.”
Silence.
He let go of her hand.
“How can you?”
“But I am.”
The anger returned to his
expression and this time it did not
leave.

“A month?”
“Yes,” she said. “I’m sorry. I’ve
been…preoccupied lately.”
“Tell me about it.”
“What the hell is that supposed to
mean?” she asked. She was about to
cry and she hated herself for it.
“It means,” he said, “that since this
whole nightmare started, you’ve crawled
into some dark corner deep inside
yourself and you won’t let anyone in.
You haven’t said more than two words
at a time to me for weeks, and when I
try to touch you, you cringe away as if
I’ve got some sort of disease. And now
you wake me at six in the morning to
spring this on me?”
She wiped the tears rolling down
her cheek and swallowed the lump in
her throat.
“And I know it’s been hard for you,”
Carlo continued, “but how long are we
supposed to go on like this?”
“I thought you’d be happy. I

“We haven’t had sex in two
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thought this would help bring us closer
together.”
“What if the baby’s not mine,
Gwen?”
She flinched from this
uncharacteristic bluntness, shocked
and angry. Then the two of them just
sat there in stunned silence, as the
implications of what he just said began
to sink in.

4.
The old man kept his secret for
twenty years, locked away in the little
back room of his toyshop. A secret,
it had to be. The creation was too
much for the world to see. It had to
be his alone, for he feared that the
outside world would shun his boy, as
they had shunned him. They would
call him a freak and a monster. He
would not allow the purity of the
boy to be so corrupted. This was a
thing born of love, and surrounded
by his love it would always be. Pure
and unconditional, it would form a
protective layer around him, and block
out the corruptive influence of those
hateful, embittered masses.
And the little boy was so beautiful.
He had lovingly carved his body from
oak wood and his face was made of
porcelain. He painted his glass eyes
a deep, dark blue color like the ocean
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before a storm. He had used black silk
for the hair and he had delicately tinged
his lips and cheeks with a flush of
rouge.
He would work all day, hurriedly
and anxiously, many times closing the
shop early so he could lock himself
away in the back room with the boy;
embrace him, and love him in the way
that only a parent could love a child.
His thoughts turned to him constantly
and he had taken to sleeping on the
floor with him at night, so that the boy
would have company. He would hold
him close to his chest and drape the
blanket over the both of them. He was
both mother and father to the child,
and there was nothing he wouldn’t do
for him. Half of the toys he made he
gave to the boy. He would read him
stories and carefully comb out his
hair…anything to keep him happy.
Only, the boy never really was.
He was never quite sad either.
And he never cried and he never
laughed, yelled, spoke or got angry. He
never played with the toys and he gave
no reaction to the stories.
He just stared.
Blank and expressionless, empty,
vacuous, devoid of emotion, feeling and
any other human expression—he just
stared and stared, occasionally getting
up to walk around the room in slow,
aimless circles. Like a zombie. And
when the old man picked him up and
whispered loving words into his ears,
the wooden boy just stared back at

the old man with eyes that reflected
neither warmth nor light. And yet, as
the days passed, the boy began to grow
more life-like. His skin took on a softer
texture, his body parts became more
complete.

unspeakable act of perversity.

The old man began to fancy the
boy was a normal child, just like any
other, and as so often happens between
parents and their children, his love
blinded him.

The old man could see it in his
eyes. And he could see other things
for the first time as well. Like how
unnatural this shambling, emotionless,
caricature of human life had suddenly
begun to appear, and how the child
actually seemed to grow larger as the
years passed, not maturing, but simply
gaining height and mass, but worst
of all—every time he looked into the
child’s eyes, all he saw was his own
guilt staring back at him.

One night, as they lay together
beneath the blanket, with the room
locked up, and the vulgar sounds of the
city miles away, staring into the child’s
fathomless blue eyes, love and passion
for his creation began to consume him.
They fogged his senses and clouded
his judgment. Emotions that had been
raging inside him for so many years
exploded, and he committed a heinous
sin.
He made love to the boy.
He had replicated to perfection
every detail of the child’s physiognomy,
and though the action was strange and
awkward, he had never had any other
sexual experience before, and the pain,
lust, and the love—the chance for a
release from his loneliness took hold of
him completely.
him.

And after it was over, guilt plagued

What had he done to his poor
child? He had kept him locked away
to isolate him from the the outside
world’s corruptive influence, and
then he himself had committed this

But followed by guilt was fear,
because something changed in the
boy after that. It was subtle, but an
undeniable change in his affect was
perceivable.

And so it happened, that as time
passed, the thing he had once loved, he
grew to hate.
In time, he stopped visiting it
altogether, and the years continued to
pass, and the thing sat locked away
in that sealed up room, growing larger
and retaining only a single lecherous
impression of the outside world that
festered on in whatever it had that
passed for a brain. The paint on its face
peeled and faded, and its wooden body
began to rot and splinter. On occasion,
the old man would hear it pounding on
the door as if demanding release.
One morning, when the old man
came into his shop, he found the door
to the back room forced open, the
toys smashed up and broken and the
wooden boy gone.
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her shoulder. Something with impossible
strength pulls her backward and slams
her on the ground, knocking all the wind
out of her. He drags her to a dark corner
of the station. He rips her clothes to
shreds and then his enormous weight
bears down on her. She feels the bones
in her body bend and break.

He locked and bolted the door.
Then he doused the entire shop with
gasoline and set it ablaze while he
remained inside.

5.
The dream was always the same…
She’s crossing Eighth Avenue. It
is night, very late, and it’s cold out; the
wind is sharp and biting, cutting at her
ears and face like needles.
The buildings are dark towers
looming above her menacingly. No lights
are on and the streets are abandoned.
She walks briskly down the block
heading east toward the subway
station. She looks over her shoulder and
sees the shape of a large man behind
her. His shadow is huge and distorted,
and he walks with a clumsy, shambling
gait, as if drunk.
She walks faster.
She is racing down the grimeslicked stairs of the subway station. She
almost slips and loses her balance. She
smells the stench of sewer water, piss
and rotting garbage—the damp subway
smells that set the contents of her
stomach seething.
She hears the rush of the train as it
enters the station. It hisses and slowly
stops at the platform. She heads toward
it and suddenly feels a heavy hand on
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The train pulls out of the station
and the lights wash over the face of her
attacker for a brief and fleeting instant.
He is horribly deformed. Paint
smears his face and sporadic clumps
of black hair spread from his bulbous
head. Some of it falls out as he ruts on
top of her. She screams and then a hand
harder than a rock smashes her mouth,
knocking two teeth down the back of her
throat. She tastes blood. He penetrates
her, and the pain is unimaginable.
She opens her mouth to scream…
***
Gwen’s eyes snapped open, her
tongue thick and swollen, bile flooding
her mouth. She got up and ran over to
the bathroom. A stream of vomit poured
into the toilet. She felt something warm
and wet trickling down her thigh. She
looked down.
She was bleeding.
Thank God! Maybe she wasn’t
pregnant after all. Maybe her period
was just very late. She opened the
cupboard beneath the sink and reached
for her pads. She moaned as another
cramp tore at her insides.
Something was wrong.

The blood poured out of her in
veritable torrents. She began to feel
dizzy. She stripped off her panties and
vainly tried to plug up the bleeding.
Little pieces of some dark substance
that looked like blood clots or liver
expulsed along with the blood—she
knew what this was. They were little
pieces of flesh…pieces of the placenta…
“Gwen? Are you okay?”
Gwen pulled the door shut and
locked it.
“Don’t come in here,” she moaned.
“Honey, what is it? What’s wrong?”
he asked.
“Call the doctor,” she said. “I’m
miscarrying.”
She moaned again and turned
to face the toilet. Clear fluid splashed
into the bowl and she almost blacked
out. Her stomach clenched tightly as
her body began to undergo the first
of the birth contractions. She pushed
and could feel something moving in her
bowels.

Her consciousness began to wane
and she could hear Carlo yelling
nonsensical things to her a hundred
miles away. Her eyes reluctantly turned
back to the thing on the floor.
Its skin was coarse and brown like
sandpaper. Its blue eyes bulged out of
its sockets and stared at her blankly
like little pieces of painted glass. Wood
intertwined with flesh, muscles and
sinew wrapped around pieces of bone
and wood, a mingling of life and death,
still life and the animate, love and hate.
And as she stared at her
blasphemous creation—this half-formed
corpse lying still and lifeless in the pool
of blood and amniotic fluid—she saw
something that made her entire world
go gray.
Bloodied wooden fetus with a
porcelain face and glass eyes, this
parody of life spawned of loneliness
and isolation, violence and perversity,
misplaced love and hate.
“Oh my God…Carlo…”
It moved.

“Carlo…”
She groaned and then pushed
again and a flood of afterbirth
splattered across the white bathroom
tiles. Her eyes rolled into the back of
her head and she slumped back against
the toilet gasping for breath. She wiped
her damp forehead and then peered
down at the mess on the floor.

Fin.

“Oh, my God,” she whispered.
She saw a fully formed fetus.
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